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IlTRODUCflON 
Til© term "fixation", as it la applied to potassium in 
soils, refers to the reversion of water-soluble potassium to 
diffieultly soluble, nonreplaceable forms. It is generally 
considered that the water-soluble and replaceable soil po­
tassium constitute the forms of this element that are most 
readily utilized by plants. The problem of potassium fixa­
tion, therefore, is of considerable practical importance in 
that it directly concerns the availability to plants of an 
essential nutrient often applied in fertilizers. 
Numerous attempts have been mad© in the past fifteen 
years to explain the phenomenon of potassium fixation. Little 
progress was made, however, until it became known that the 
fixation occurred largely in the colloidal fraction of the soil 
and that this fraction consisted largely of certain definite 
clay mineral types which were distinctly concerned in the pro­
cess. This discovery provided the Impetus for several investi­
gations aimed at disclosing the mechanisms involved in the 
fixation of potassium by certain of these clay minerals. The 
results thus far obtained have done much to create a better 
understanding of the processes which operate in the fixation 
of potassium. It is not possible, however, to distinguish, in 
every case, th© various types of fixation which occur in soils* 
Moreover, there is a definite need for a better understanding 
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of tbs various factors which are concerned in potassium fixa­
tion, Much can be accomplished toward realizing these general 
objectives by further investigating the fundamental nature of 
potaasiiiBi fixation in the clay minerals and in soils# 
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GENEEAL SCOPE AID OBJECfI¥ES Or THE STUDY 
In the prasont Investigation, attention Initially was 
C9nt0i»©d around the so-callad ^high-lime" soils of Iowa due 
to cartaln pecullarltias exhibited bj theaa soils in fixing 
added potassium salts# Working with thaae soils, Allaway 
and Pierre (1) found that whian potassium chloride was 
applied in amounts commonly employed in field practice, a 
high percentage of the potassixim was con-^erted to nonex-
changeable form within a period of 24 hours under moist con­
ditions. A conalderabl® portion of the added potassium was 
fixed immediately upon contact with the soil. 
The tg^pe of fixation which was found to occur in the 
calcareous soils of Iowa was particularly distinguished from 
the type which often had been reported for other soils in the 
United States, principally acid soils, in tliat no drying was 
required in order to bring about this rapid fixation. At the 
time this Investigation was initiated, a large number of 
studies had been reported concerning the fixation which occurs 
in soils and minerals as a result of drying, and certain mech­
anisms had been proposed to account for this general type of 
fixation (45, 57). It had been reported that certain soils 
fixed potassium at a very slow rata when kept moist (63), but 
there had been no proposal advanced that this slow reversion 
of potassium to nonexchangeable form under moist conditions 
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was in any way related to the type which takes place very 
rapidly in moiat soils. As a result of preliminary experi­
ments with the high-lira© Webster soils of Iowa, the possi­
bility arose that the type of fixation which occurs rapidly 
in these soils and the relatively slow fixation of potassium 
in acid soils were concerned with the same type of mineral. 
In on© of the early experiments of the investigation, 
addition of aaaaonium salt was found to be a factor which 
greatly influenced the fixation of potassium by the calcar­
eous Webster soils# The possible theoretical and practical 
importance of this finding In relation to the fixation of 
potassium in soils prompted further investigations designed 
to determine the underlying reason for the marked effect of 
anBttonium on potassium fixation. 
The investigations reported herein were carried out with 
the general objective of characterizing the processes respons­
ible for the fixation of potassixain which occurs under moist 
conditions and on drying in soils. The specific objective of 
chief importance, however, was to determine the mechanism 
which operates in causing potassium to become nonexchangeable 
under moist conditions. In attempting to achieve these goals, 
a number of studies were conducted with the soils concerned 
and with the types of clay minerals known to occur in these 
soils. 
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HISTORICAL 
SarXj Investigations on Potassium Fixation in Soils 
SoBi© of the early attempts to account for the disappear­
ance of soluble potassium applied to soils over a period of 
years revealed that leaching and removal by crops accounted 
for only a part of th© loss in so-called "available" potassium. 
As early as 1894, Dyer (14) at Rothamsted concluded that the 
potassium- soluble in one percent acetic acid together with 
that removed by crops accounted for only about half of the 
4,084 pounds of potash per acre which had been applied over 
a period of 38 years. 
Prear and Srb (16) also determined the amounts of po-
tassiuoj recovered from fertilizer applications in a study of 
the potassium economy in soils* During a 36-year period in 
which 1800 pounds of potash par acre had been applied, they 
found that about one-fourth of the potassium had been removed 
by crops# At the end of the period, only about one-sixth of 
the total application was soluble in fifth normal HCl. It 
was concluded that the remainder had become fixed in rela­
tively insoluble forms- A study later reported by Page and 
Williams (46) in 1925 left little doubt that fixation of 
potassium in nonexchangeable form is a factor to be reckoned 
with in potash fertilizer practices. 
f *  o 
Devalopment of Concepts Regarding the Nature of Potassium 
F'lxat ion 
Before muoli was known about the manner in which potassium 
becomes fixed in soils. It was recognlssed that there was a 
tendency for equilibrium to be established between the various 
forms of soil potassium. Bartholomew and Janasen (4) and 
Hoagland and Martin (22) ware among the first to suggest this 
possibility. Later studies by Wood and DeTurk (63), dealing 
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with the length of time required for fixation of added potass­
ium to reach a constant value in soils demonstrated the com­
plexity of the equilibrium between the different forms of soil 
potassium* 
Volk*s (59) classic attempt to reveal the nature of po­
tassium fixation in soils provided the impetus for a large 
number of studies which followed during the succeeding lO-year 
period. His work csonfirraed the conclusion reached by Prear 
and Erb (16) in 1918 tiiat the fixation of potassium largely 
occurs in the colloidal fraction of soils* Moreover, Volk was 
the first to irwestigat© the importance of drying in bringing 
about potassium fixation. Thus, he found that when soils were 
kept moist eontinuoualy, little or no fixation occurred; but 
when the soils were alternately wetted and dried, there usually 
was a rgpid and pronounced fixation of potassium in a non-
replaceable form* On drying, 100 soils, each receiving 1000 
pounds of potash per acre, showed a capacity to fix potassium 
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vailing rrom zero to all that was added. Considerable con-
troxrersy has existed ooneerning Volk's (59) final conclusion 
that "a portion of the added potassium reacted with colloidal 
silicates and became fixed in the form of rauscovite, thus con-
Torting added available potassium into difficultly available 
form**. Ihe formation of muscovite was pictured as involving 
the formation of the new mineral by reaction between various 
soil constituents, rather than the reformation of a mineral 
already existing In the soil. Joffe, et al. (27) believed 
that it was unlikely that muscovite would be formed upon the 
addition of potassium under the condi tions of temperature and 
pressure which prevail in the soil as it exists in the field. 
Joffe and Kolodny (27) were able to synthesize some 
rather ill-defined, insoluble potassium complexes by adding a 
potassium chloride solution to various phosphates of iron, 
aluminum, calcium and magnesium, followed by drying. They con­
cluded that this was one of the principle mechanisms accounting 
for fixation of potassium in soils. In a later study, (26) 
thay modified their viewpoint concerning the importance of 
phosphates, stating that other soil constituents might also be 
responsible in part for the conversion of potassium to diffi­
cultly aoluble forms. Apparently, Joffe no longer believes 
that phosphate compounds in the soil are of importance in po-
taasiuM fixation, since in a recent sacies of papers (28, 29, 
30, 36, 37) no mention is made of the phosphate-potassium rela­
tionship. 
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W» ?olk (58) reinvestigated some of the earlier 
findings of 8. J. Volk {59), Besides reaffirming the 
earlier conclusions, this worker concluded that alumina and, 
in some imtances, silica were involved in the fixation of 
potassium #iich occurs on drying# The view that muscovite 
was formsd in some obscure manner by reaction between alum-
inatea, silicates, and potassium received further emphasis. 
He found, however, that certain minerals, e.g., muscovite, 
bentonlte, and sericit®, fixed varying amounts of added 
potassium when subjected to wetting and drying. Volk's (58) 
view may be expressed by referring to one of his conclusions 
drawn from an exp@rf.ment in which it was ahomi that extrac­
tion of a soil with Ma2C0^ caused a marked Increase in its 
oapacity to fix potassium* Prom this study, he concluded 
that extraction with the alkaline solution caused formation 
of sodium aItminate and/or sodium silicate which then reacted 
with the soil to form difficultly soluble compounds. 
In 1936, Chamlaade said Drouineau (11) and Chaminade (10) 
reported a number of significant experiments which seem to, 
have received scant attention from American workers. The 
views which the latter worker presented mark the beginning 
of a new concept regarding the nature of potassium fixation 
whl<±i was quite unlike the viewpoints cited above. Chaminade 
and Brouineau (11) drew the conclusion, based on evidence ob­
tained from grinding various soils and minerals, that "fixa­
tion is the penetration of cations into the interior of the 
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crystal lattica"# It vma not until several yaars later that 
thia concept was expresaedl by other workers (65) . Thus, the 
idea tliat certain specific minerals were responsible for fixa­
tion of potaasiuai in aolls was developing. 
Prcaa 1957 to the present time, much emphasis has been 
placed on the importance to potassium fixation of the clay 
minerals existing in the soil colloidal fraction, A number 
of investigations have been carried out using bentonite clay, 
consisting predominantly of raontmorlllonite, a clay mineral 
known to occur in soils. Grim (19) has compiled an extensive 
review of the litarature dealing with thia important clay 
mineral, Volk (58) showed that "white bentonite'' was capable 
of fixing far more potassium than any of the other minerals 
tested. Shortly thereafter, Truog and Jones (57) confirmed 
the fact that bentonite was high in its fixing capacity, 
They found upon drying bentonite clays which were previously 
saturated with potassium, that from 15 to 50 milliequivalents 
of potassium per 100 grams of clay became fixed in difficultly 
soluble form* On the other hand, kaolinlte and halloysite 
which are raeoibers of another group of clay minerals (19) fixed 
no potassium. It was found that the exchange capacity of var­
ious bentonites was reduced due to potassium fixation by an 
amount equivalent to the potassium fixed. This significant 
finding laid the ground-work for a better understanding of 
the manner In which, potassium becomes fixed by minerals of the 
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montmorlllonifca group. Other workers (31, 33, 40) have con-
fir na d these results. The view expressed by Truog and Jones 
(57) that potassium becomes "trapped" between the expanding 
layers of montmorillonlt© when drying occurs Is essentially 
the same as th© view lie Id today by many workers. However, 
further advancement has been made in clarifying the mechanism 
Involved* 
Joffe and Kolodny (26) preheated a series of samples of 
a montmorlllonlte clay to temperatures ranging up to 600 de­
grees C. and found that at temperatures above 500 degrees, no 
fixation of potassium took place. Since the property of lat­
tice expansion disappears simultaneously with the loss in fix­
ing capacity due to heating. It was further indicated that the 
existence of th^ flexible lattice structure in minerals of this 
group was in some imnner concerned with their ability to fix 
potassium. 
Rirther light was thrown on the mechanism of potassium 
fixation In minerals of th© expanding lattice type by the work 
of Page and Baver (45). Their studies brought out the iraport-
anca of considering ionic size in relation to fixation of po-
tasad-um aM other cations. They postulated that the empty 
spaces existing between th© expanding layers of montmorlllo­
nlte might, by virtue of their size, be considered as the 
loci of potassium fixation. These empty spaces are the center 
of hexagonal oxygen rings which are part of a continuous net­
work. The effective diameter of each space is 2.8 Angstrom 
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units, fbesy demonstrated in an indirect manner that this 
mineral was capable of fixing cations which possess ionic 
diameters close to t±i© size of these spaces. Thus, , Rb^, 
and Gs^ with ionic radii of 1,33, 1.48, 1.21, and 1.67 
respectively, are fixed in relatively larger quantities than 
L o +0 +1 
are suoh ions as Ca , Mg , and Ma having much sr aller 
radii. Fixation did not occur, however, except on drying 
which shows that the closing of tha sheets upon dehydration 
is an essential part of tl:® mechanism. 
The fixation of potassium by secondary micaceous miner­
als has not been 3tu<l.ed extensively, although it is generally 
believed that these minerals play a part in the conversion of 
potassium to nonreplaceable forms. Muscovite, a primary mica, 
was considered by Volk (59) to be the end-product of potassiiim 
fixation in soils. Later, G. W, ¥olk (58) determined the 
amounts of potassium fixed by several muscovites which varied 
in their original contents of potassium and found that gener­
ally very small amounts became nonexchangeable upon drying the 
ground minerals after adding potasaiiim. Certain of these mus­
covites fixed appreciable quantities of potassium after being 
treated nd. th carbonated water or Na2C02 solution, A sericite, 
now teroaad illite (19), likewise fixed potassium after being 
treated with NagCO^, but fixed none prior to this treatment. 
The significance of the increases noted after extraction with 
this alkaline solution or with carbonic acid was not evident, 
although it was believed to be related to the formation of 
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sodium aluminat@» Joff© and Levine (28) found that a seri-
cit© fixed potassium after being electrodialyzed but not 
prior to this artificial '*?/ea the ring". 
Chaminade and Droulneau (11) showed that glauconite, a 
seeondax^ mica, had fixed appreciable cpaaitities of potassium 
one month after the potassium salt was added to a suspension 
of the mineral. This finding, however, has gone largely un­
noticed. 
Schachtschabel (52) for several years has placed great 
emphasis on the importance of the micaceous minerals as the 
"storehouse'* of potassium potentially available to plants* 
H© considers this form to b© much more important in this re­
spect than any other of the difficultly soluble forms found 
in the soil. In 1937 (52), he found that a soil which before 
cropping did not fix added potassium either when moist or 
dried, absorbed large quantities in the nonexchangeable form 
after being heavily cropped (5 Keubauer plantings). He at­
tributed this change In the capacity to fix potassium solely 
to the presence of micas in the soil. Thus, he presents the 
view that the intensive cropping caused large amounts of po­
tassium to be released from the micas, and that the potassium 
lost in this manner was replenished upon adding more potass­
ium. It is of particular Interest as will become more evi­
dent later that the "refixation" of potassium occurred in 
moist soil. The conclusion of Schactschabel is much the same 
as was expressed by Wood and LcTurk three years later (63). 
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Th© latter workers concluded from tbair studies that fixation 
in soils containing the illit® type of clay mineral is a pro­
cess of "reforming an old mineral rather than creating a new 
on®**# Later wcrk by Sohachtschabel (53) has added emphasis 
to his former viewpoint that potassium lost from the "intra-
mlcellar" positions of mioas may be replenished by "Intra-
mieellar exchange** as he refers to the process. The reports 
by Denison, et al. (12), Joffe and Levlne (28), Gruner (SO, 
and Bray and DeTurk (8) contain evidence that fixation of po-
tasslun by micaceous minerals takes place after loss of part 
of the potassium throu^ weathering# 
Biological fixation of potassium has been considered in 
a few instances to be of importance in soils. Jenny and Shade 
(25) concluded that increased fixation of potassium due to 
liming might result from stimulated biological activity. 
Blume and Purvis (6) believed that biological activity acc­
ounted for a part of the fixation of potassium noted in their 
experiments. More recently, Hurwitz (24) presented some rather 
conclusive evidence ttet fixation of potassium occurs in living 
microbial tissue under certain conditions. It seems quite 
clear fran his studies, however, that such fixation requires 
the presence of large amounts of energy material to provide 
food for a vigorous microbial population. Moreover, there is 
a marked fluctuation In the amounts of potassitim Inunobilized 
in fe.is manner as evidenced by measurements made over a con­
siderable period of time* Microbiological activity as a factor 
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oauaing Immobilization of potassium appears to have been a 
rmvj minor factor in most atudies on potassium fixation, 
since In only a few Instancea has energy material been sup­
plied# Furthermore, in the studies where drying at elevated 
temperatures occurred, it can be assumed that microbial acti­
vity was very low. 
Factors Which influence the Amounts of Potaaaiura Fixed 
by Soils 
The principle types of clay minerals which are known to 
be capable of fixing potassium have already been indicated. 
*Ph@s® appear to be minerals of the montmorlllonlte and illlte 
groups. It is evident that the amounts of these clay minerals 
present lias much to do with the capacity of soils for fixing 
potassium* The work of Page and Baver (45) emphasized the im-
portanca of drying in the fixation by minerals possessing the 
expanding type of lattice# Some instances have been cited 
which indicated that fixation under moist conditions might be 
attributed to micaceous minerals* The importance of defining 
the moisture conditions under which studies dealing with po­
tassium fixation are carried out becomes quite clear. 
A ni^ber of different procedures involving various moist­
ure conditions have been followed in studying potassium fixa­
tion, The practice of alternately wetting and drying the soil 
or mineral at elevated temperatures originated with Volk*s 
15 
work (59), and has b9©n followed by a number of workers 
\ 
{15,18,21,26,27*28,29,30,31,53,36,37,43,45,57,58,59). In 
certain instances, the capacity to fix potaasium was deter­
mined on sella which had baen stored moist and wore air-dried 
before analysis (23,63,64)• It was considered that air-drying 
had no effect on t!^ amount of i: fixed# However, the effect 
of air-drying on fixation of potaasium cannot be disregarded, 
as shown by "folk (59), Attoe and Truog (3), Attoe (2) and 
Martin at al. (40) . I^s© workers have shown that while no 
fixation may occur during moist storage of soils with added 
potassium, appreciable amounts toay become nonexchangeable 
when the soils are allowed to dry at room temperature, Attoe*s 
(2) study is very specific in showing that as the relative hum­
idity of the atmosphere in which samples receiving potassium 
are stored decreases from 100 per cent to rather low values, 
fixation increases markedly after long periods of contact. 
Chaminad© (10) also has shown that fixation is greater when 
the relative humidity of the surrounding atmosphere is lowered. 
Several workers have studied fixation of potassium when 
samples unqpestlonably were maintained moist throughout the 
period of contact between added potassium salt and soil or 
mineral* In certain instances (1,2,11,22) marked fixation 
occurred, while in others (2,3,10,11,52) no fixation occurred 
under moist conditions. As shown by Allaway and Pierre (1), 
certain calcareous soils fix a large proportion of added po­
tassium under these conditions. 
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On reviewing the literature concerned with potassium 
fixation, it becomes immediately apparent that several out­
standing results have bean obtained i#iich have gone without 
explanation. Some of these findings which bear an important 
relation to the present investigation will be discussed briefly. 
In certain instances, cations other than potaasium may be­
come fixed in nonexohangeabl® form. Page and Baver (45) , Chara-
inad® {9), Chaminade and Droulneau (11), Martin, et al, (40), 
Truog and Jones (57), Grunsr (20), and Joffe and Levine (29) 
are the principal workers who have demonstrated this. As has 
been mentioned previously, the ions which have ionic radii 
somewhat similar to that of potassium are particularly sus­
ceptible to being fixed. That ions which have radii much 
smaller than that of potassium are fixed at all has been 
questioned (29), although Prince, et al. (50) found evidence 
that magyiesium was fixed to some extent in Hew Jorsey soils. 
The importance in the present studs'" of considering other ions 
which are susceptible to being fixed is readily seen, if It is 
true, as has been suggested (29,45) that the same positions are 
involved for all of the ions concerned. 
Large organic cations with radii much greater than that 
of potassium are not "fixed** in the sense that they become non-
exchangeable. Yet, as showi by Page and Baver (45), the pres­
ence of these organic cations markedly reduces fixation on 
drying by the montmorlllonite type of mineral, presumably be­
cause those ions prevent the flexible layers from closing and 
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"@ntrapping" potassium lona* It is logleal to assume that 
such large ions would have little affect on fixation by 
micaceous minarals possoasing fixed lattices, since they 
would b© unable to enter between th© sheets due to stertc 
llmitationa* whether there are present in the soil any 
organic coaapounds which influence potassium fixation in 
th© manner indicated for montniorillonite la not known, al­
though such a suggestion ^ffould not seem to be unreasonable {55), 
Another problem which has not been solved deals with the 
effect of lining on fixation of potassium. In general, the 
early work don® on this subject indicates that liming may in­
crease the capacity of the soil to fix potassium (38,39). The 
literature on the subject has been reviewed quite thoroughly 
in recent pibllcatlons (49,66). Gllligan (18) has presented 
striking evidence that liminE greatly increaaod fixation of 
potassium in certain soils. However, lime had no effect 
on the amount of potassium fixed by a Portsmouth loam. York 
and Rogers (66) have presented recent evidence that liming 
tends to release potassium from certain potassiiim-bearing 
minerals present in soil, while, at the same time, tending 
to increase fixation of the potassium added. They con­
cluded from certain studies where there was no apparent 
effect of limiog on fixation of added potassium that actually 
liming had increased f ixatlon, since these soils showed re-
leas© of this element when limed without addition of potassium. 
Whether the influence of lime on potassium fixation is direct 
or is concerned with the increase in pH which follows liming 
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is not clear, as has bean dtscassad by Joff© and Levine (30). 
It was first noted by M# J. Volk (59) and later con-
firaed by G« W, Volk (58) and others (40) that extraction of 
certain soils and minerals with NagCOj solution often markedly 
increasad th© capacity of these materials to fix potassium on 
drying. No explanation has yet been offered which adequately 
accounts for the Increases noted* 
Th© relation of exchange capacity of the fixing material, 
whether soil or mineral, to the amount of potassium fixed has 
received considerable emphasis in recent papers by Joffe and 
Levine (^,29,30) and Levine and Joffe (36,37). Included are 
reports of various experiments in which an attempt has been 
mad© to show that the exchange capacity is the chief factor 
whicti determines the amount of potassium fixed by soils and 
different types of clay minerals. The general conclusion 
reached by these workers was that ^the phenomenon of fixation 
is essentially the same for different fixing naterials." It 
seems# however, from a consideration of the large amount of 
published information dealing with potassium fixation, that 
such, oversimplification of the problem is not .justified. 
A few workers have shown that addition of phosphate along 
mdth tiM potassium may increase fixation of potassium (27, 63, 
64, 65). Tresslor (56) noted that soil potassium was much less 
soluble in a saturated solution of Kionocalcium phosphate than 
in other salt solutions, which suggests that fixation of po­
tassium was induced by the addition of phosphate. It has also 
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b©©n noted (27,65) that field plots which had received acid 
phosphate fixed moi*© potassium than those which had not been 
fertilized with phosphate. The practical or theoretical slg-
nificane© of these findings dealing with phosphate-potassium 
relations has not yet been established# 
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FIXATIOH OF POTASSIUM IH SOILS UIDBR MOIST CONDITIONS 
Am ITS RB5LATI0N TO Af«ONIUM FIXATION 
Th© first phase of the problem consisted of a series 
of experl 3»nts designed to differentiate the process by 
which potassium is rapidly fixed under moist conditions from 
that responsible for the fixation which occurs on drying. 
The amounts of potassium fixed by each of the two processes 
under varloua conditions was determined, and the effect of 
certain treatasnts upon each type of fixation was investi­
gated* During the course of these experiments, it appeared 
that ammonium fixation might be taking place tiirough mechan­
isms similar to those responslbl® for potassium fixation. 
For this reason a series of experiments comparing ammonium 
and potassium fixation and a study of the interaction of 
these two ions in fixation processes were included in the in-
"reatigatlon* 
In ©very case, the fixed potassium is defined as that 
which ms retained by th® soil against leaching with large 
quantities of normal ammonium acetate. Fixed ammonium was 
defined as that which could not be removed by leaching the 
soil with nortaA potassium chloride* 
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Materials and Methods 
Solla used In studying fixation of potaasluta and ammonium 
Certain Information concerning tb© soils used In this 
study Is glvan in Tabl© 1# All samples wer® obtained from 
plots of outlying field experiments during the period 1939 to 
1943. In ©very case, the aamploa represent the plow layer, 0 
to 6 inches in depth, The parent material of the Clarion-
Webster soil area is the Mankato substage of the Wisconsin 
glacial till. Garrington soils were derived from lowan sub-
stag® till* The remainder of the soils included were devel­
oped from loess of varying depth. 
Certain soils which are intermingled with the Webster 
series contain considerable amounts of free carbonates. Since 
these soils comprise relatively smAl areas, they have not been 
distinguished in soil survey maps from the associated normal 
Webster soils because of the intricate pattern involved. These 
so-called "high-lime" soils have been studied more extensively 
than other soils in the present investigation. The Webster 
soil, BLI, has received particular attention, since this soil 
is unusually deficient in "available" potassium as determined 
from field response to potash fertilization. Other Webster 
soils %vhich were found to be quite deficient in available po­
tassium as shown by field studies with corn are 25A, 32AH, 
29A, and 38A. Corn growing on the remaining Webster soils 
fable 1 
Soils used in studies on K aod fixation. 
Pile 
Wo* Soil 
Great Soil 
Group 
pH or 
CGg^ 
Tear 
Sai^led 
Location 
County and/or Farm 
iSA Webster silty clay loam Wieseriboden-'5 1939 Humboldt Warland 
"'6A Webster silty clay loam Wiesenboden 111 1939 Humboldt Warland 
37A Webster sllty clay loam Wiesenboden 1939 Holdgrafsr 
32AH Webster silty clay loam Wlesenboden 22^ 1939 Holdgrafer 
28A Webster silty clay loam Wiesenboden pH 7 1939 Humboldt Johnson 
29A Webster sllty clay loam Wiesenboden pH 7.2 1939 Humboldt Johnson 
34A Webster silt^ clay loam Wiesenboden 14.7? 1939 Wright Benson 
BL6 Webster sllty clay loam Wiesenboden pH 7.2 1939 Hancock 
24A Webster sllty clay loam Wiesenboden 1939 Polk Moeckley 
38A Webster sllty clay loam Wie senboden 2Q% 1939 Wright Benson 
BLl Webster silty clay loam Wiesenboden pH 7.5 1942 Hfiuallton Goring 
BL2 Clarion loam Prairie pH 5.2 1942 Agronomy Farm, Iowa 
Agr. Experiment Sta. 
619 Marshall 3lit loam Prairie pH 5.3 1942 Sioux 
BL4 Carrington loam Prairie pH 4.8 1942 Linn 
100 Clinton silt loam Gray-brown pH 6 1942 Louisa Sands 
(podzollo) 
626 Clinton silt loam Gray-brown pH 6.3 1942 Louisa 
(podzolic) 
603 Fayette silt loara Gray-brown pH 5.9 1940 Payette 
(podzolic) 
'S'CCE « % carbonates equivalent to GaGOg (approximate) 
• calcareous (CCS not determined). 
•;h;- - Tentative 
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appeared to be normal In that little or no marginal "firing" 
of th© leaves was evident during the year in which the soil 
samples were taken# Th© available potasaium status of the 
other soils in Table 1 ranges from "border-line" to plentiful 
as Indicated by field studies 
Methods of studyins fixation of potasalura and ammonium 
potassium fixation* The choice of a procedure to be 
used in determining the capacity of soils to fix potassium 
is somewhat arbitrary and depends upon the objectives sought, 
as evidenced by the numerous procedures which have been 
followed by various wrkers • 
In the present study, fixation under moist conditions 
took place in stoppered flasks using water suspensions or 
pastes# Usually 10-gram samples of soil were weighed and 
placed in Erlenmeyer flasks, after which the desired quantity 
of standard KGl solution was added. In certain instances, a 
particular soilsliquid ratio was secured by adding a definite 
quantity of distilled water# The amount of potassitim fixed 
was determined after a definite period of contact between the 
soil and potassium solution. The majority of experiments in­
volving fixation under moist conditions were carried out using 
30-minute or 48-hour periods of contact. The time of standing 
after addition of the potassium salt and any variations in the 
general procedure outlined above will be indicated in presenting 
the result«=' of the experiments concerned. No control over tem­
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perature diarlng incubation was maintained; howsTsr, various 
results obtained over an extended i^rlod indicate that tem­
perature changes encountered in the laboratory (approximate 
rang©, 24 to 30 degrees C.) do not significantly Influence 
the amounts of potassium becoming nonexchangeable. 
In determining th© fixation of potassium which occura 
on drying, the oven temperature at which samples vtere dried 
was 95 degrees C. The samples were alternately wetted and 
dried aix times# 
Ammoniiam fixation* Fixation of ammonium was determined 
after adding standard IH^Gl solution to the soil samples and 
allowing the suspension or paste to stand for a definite 
period of time* The soiljllquld ratio was controlled in all 
experiments, and it usually ranged from 1:1.5 to 1;2«5. 
The possibility that ammonia might be lost by volatili­
zation upon addition of HH^Cl to calcareous soils was Investi­
gated, A simple experiment was conducted in which the air 
above the soll-water-NH^Cl system ^s withdrawn periodically 
into HCl during a 24-hour Incubation period, and the HCl was 
tested for ammonium with Nessler*s reagent. It was found that 
no ammonia volatilized at room temperature with the concentra­
tion of IH^Cl added (2.5 m.e. per 100 grams)• 
The possibility that microbiological activity might in­
fluence the results obtained In studying fixation of ammonium 
ions led to another prellminai^ experiment, the results of 
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mhmma ia :S*. 4ata steow that darisg an 
Iscmhatloa .p#3?io4 ©f IS# fimtlon was ^ppoxiiaately 
mmm wts»th®i» th® soil was. partlellj^  s terilized or tm-
ti^ &t®4* -tti® hasl« of th® ®vld®iiB® ohtalned. It was coii-
oliid# .^ that no p3i» t^r®atot®jat mf soli was neoeaaary in stady-
iag filiation of addad tasd®r aoliit eondltioxiB. Sow-
mmw^  ^ In @rd®r to minims® ttoe l:ll:®li^ od of «rror da® to 
miopohlal a®tioii|r to 4 ds*@|^ a of tolxiaiss were added to 
a«ip3®« in sii»®® i^iit atsidl®®* Se»r®©'«®iv th® longest period 
of l»si^ atlon ®a®jlof®d la lat®r ea^ertomts was 48 houz .^f in 
iftos,t eases.,. fijEatloa w® s»asmrtd after 3Q mlnates of contact 
wl-^  ^  added m^&l* 
61lBiEib&al. Mit 
-MSsSSSmSSSSSHSM «MSSHM3MSMH5h 
•  ^ f e ® i o n  of potaa.si'mBi fixation* Th® extraetant- usad 
to r®#®-T®r e^Echatigeab'l® and water-* sol^ l® potassi^ ixa was norsial 
saaonitsm aoetat® <pH 0»S|» ft was foui^ that extraction of a 
lO-gritm s:«imple &£ .loil wl* .^ .2g0 ml# of this reagent ®ns«red 
rMfe'^ al of al.l ex.©®pt fee^iu®®® .of .th®s® fosms- of potass 1iim% 
Sm^I®® wer® .first ahiton for on® ..hoar wit^  100 ml* of t^ j® 
extraotiiag reagsnt* ftoen they w®r® fllt®r®d through Biichaer 
J^aj3Qa®ls0 followed hy leaehlag with smooeseive 25-ial* portions 
of th® ®xtraetant applying alight siie t^ion# In on® eaperiment, 
®3Etepa@ti©n was' a®ooi .^lis:h»d msiiig ©•ntrif'og® ta,b®a and e®ntri-
t® ©larify ^10 extract®# Tim proced-or® d®vls®d by Law-
iM-} for d®t®i»«ining, potaaalm was used in th® 1946"-'1947 
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Tabl© Bm Th@ fixation of NH^ under moist conditiona 
by a oaloareous Webster soil {38A) as 
affected by refrigeration, addition of 
toluene, and autoclaving# 
Prior treatment 
or conditions 
during incubation 
Time of 
incubation 
(hours) 
KH4 
Added as 
NH4CI 
(m.e./lOOg.) 
NH4 
Fixed 
(m.e./lOOg.) 
Untreated, incu­
bated in labora­
tory, 25^c 
120 12.24 1.07 
Autoclaved before 
added; incu­
bated in labora­
tory, 2SOc 
120 12 . 24 0.93 
Untreated, incuba­
ted in. refrigerator , 
0-5®C 
120 12« 24 1.14 
Toluene added; incu­
bated in laboratory, 
25®C 
ISO 12.24 0.94 
^•Exchangeable « 0«S6 Bi.e« per lOOgj extractant, N KCl; 
recovery of determined by distillation of the KCl ex­
tract and titration; sample weight s 20g, 
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studies and was adhered to without modification. In a few 
earlier ©xperiiaenta don© in 1941, the method of Brown, Robin­
son, and Browning as modified by Allaway and Pierre (1) was 
used. It was found that the two methods gave similar results 
on soil extracts, which ia in agreement with Lawton*a (35) 
conclusion. Results of potassiiKa analyses are expressed as 
milliequivalents i»r 100 grams of oven-dry soil. 
Determination of ammonium fixation* Since only a few 
studies have been reported in the literature relating to 
aifflEaonium fixation in soils, a somewhat detailed account of 
the nBthods which were used will be presented. 
The kind of extractant to employ in recovering water-
soluble and exchangeable amtnonium was investigated before 
undertaking detailed studies on fixation of ammonium. Various 
extractants commonly used in studies on base exchange were com­
pared* Olsen's (44) method for extracting exchangeable ammon­
ium was discounted, since it involves extracting the soil with 
a strongly acidic reagent (KCl-HCl) which undoubtedly attacks 
nonexchangsabl® as well as exchangeable ammonium. The results 
In Tabl© 3 show that the amounts of ammonium fixed were nearly 
the same, as measured by recovery with the different solutions 
of neutral salts. It is quit© possible that the somewhat 
greater recovery using barium acetate ia significant, since 
in all cases duplicates agreed very closely. Normal KCl was 
adopted as the extractant In subsequent studies. This choice 
2a 
•fable S B©co¥ei»j and fixation of lfH4 added to a Webster 
soli {34A,) using different extracting reagents»«-
Sxtraetant 
IIH4 added 
aa TO4OI 
(»»©»./lGOg> 
Seplaceable 
liH4 
<a»©,/lOOg) 
NH4 
Extracted 
(m»®./lOOg) 
MH4 
Fixed 
(Bi.e./lOOg) 
1 SOI 12.18 0.26 11.69 0.76 
1 Oa»Ao©tate 13# 13 0.26 11.65 0.81 
M Ba-A©etat© 12.18 0.26 11.80 0.64 
1 la-Aeet&t# 1S»18 0.26 11.71 0.73 
# 20.g#. samples used, Leaciiad witto. 5CX) ml. of extracting solu­
tion after moist incutoation for 42 hours following addition 
of lH4ei. 
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was basad partly on th@ fact that potassium and. ammonium Ions 
poasess nearly the same Ionic radii (46). The method of ex­
traction was easentlallj the same as has been described in a 
previous section for potassium studies on fixation. Leaching 
on the Buohner funnels was continued until the leachate no 
longer gave a test for amiaonium ion with Kessler^s reagent. 
In most cases, 250 ml# of the normal KCl were sufficient. 
In early experiments to dstermine ammonium fixation, 20-
gram samples were used. The ammonium recovered by KCl extrac­
tion was distilled into standard HGl (0.02 normal) after addi­
tion of MgO, and the excess acid was back-titrated with stand­
ard HaOH of approximately the same normality. While this 
method gave excellent results wlt^n rather high levels of NH^Cl 
were added to the soil, the addition of very small amounts 
(2 m.e. or leas per 100 grams) necessitated increasing the 
sample aiae to 50 grams or more in order to allow recovery of 
sufficiently large quantities of ammonia for accurate deter­
mination. Accordingly, the size of the sample was reduced to 
10 grams» and the Messier method, essentially as outlined by 
Peech (48), was adopted for determining ammonium. The only 
modification mad© in the method was to include gum arable (5 ml. 
or less of 10 par cent TO^-free gum arable per 100 ml. of the 
solution finally read in the colorimeter). As a result, no 
difficulty waa encountered due to the presence of calcium and 
magnesium, even when the method was applied to KCl extracts of 
calcareous soils. Results are expressed on the oven-dry basis. 
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pH« pll dsterminations ?/are mad© by means of the glass 
electrod®» 
Results and Discussion 
Experlmenta coneerninR the potassium fixation which occijrs 
under moist conditions 
Effect of acid extraction on potassium fixation* In 
1941, preliminary experiments were conducted using two cal­
careous Webster soils (25A and 26A), the general purpose being 
to ln-«^®stlgat@ the nature of potassium fixation under moist 
conditions* As has been mentioned, this type of fixation oc­
curs rapidly, and equilibrium is established soon after the 
addition of potassium. The possibility that the presence of 
free calcium and magnesium carbonates was in some way con­
cerned with the property of "immediate" fixation prompted a 
study to determine the effect of acid extraction to remove 
th® carbonates upon this type of fixation. Removal of car­
bonates was acccKnpllshed by successive extractions with 50-ml« 
portions of approximtely 0»2 normal acetic acid. Ten-gram 
samples were placed in Truog centrifuge tubes (100 ml.) and 
extractions were continued by centrifuging to clarify the 
suspension until the pH of the filtrate became 3.5 or less. 
The excess of acid was then removed by washing with alcohol. 
Standard KCl solution was then added {1.28 m.e. per 100 grams) 
after which the tubes stood for 48 hours before being extracted 
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with ammonium acetate. The data In Table 4 show that the 
treatment with acid practically destroyed the capacity of 
these soils to fix potassium under moist conditions. It 
is of further interest that the acid treatment did not appre­
ciably affect the amount of potassium fixed due only to drying. 
Tbs ©vldence obtained with soil 25A showed that the reduction 
in total fixation which occurred on drying as a result of acid 
extraction was almost the same as the loss in fixation under 
moist conditions# Thus, untreated soil 25A fixed 1»12 m,e, of 
potassium per 100 grams when 1,28 m»e» ware added and the soil 
was dried. After acid extraction the amount fixed on drying 
was 0*42 m*®., per 100 grams. The difference, 0*70 m.e. is of 
the same order of ma^aitud© as th® corresponding reduction in 
fixation under moist conditions due to acid extraction, i.e., 
0.61 per 100 grams (Table 4). 
Volk (59) showed that extraction of acid soils caused a 
reduction, but not a loss, in the capacity of acid soils to 
fix potaaalum on drying. He attributed this reduction in 
. potassium-fixing capacity to dissolution of "alumino-sllicate 
complexes". It is believed that in the present experiment 
(Table 4), the extraction with acid was controlled to the ex­
tent that removal of the carbonates was the principal effect. 
This treatment is no more drastic than la commonly employed 
in procedures used to prepare calcareous soils for mechanical 
analysis. Thus, it appears likely that some other explanation 
than degradation of the complex involved in fixation must 
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Table 4 The effect of previous acid extraction of soils 
upon their capacity to fix potassium under 
moist conditions.« 
Soil 
K fixed by 
untreated 
soils 
K fixed by 
soils extracted 
with 0.2 normal 
acetic acid-i'H!-
Webster silty 
clay loam 
(SSA) 
0.74 0.13 
Webster silty 
clay loam 
{26A) 
CO 
» 
o
 0.02 
^ 1,28 mlHl-9qulval®nts K added per 100 grams of soil. 
Sollsllquid ratio approximatelj 1:1, Time of reaction, 
48 hours* Results expressed as mllli-equivalents per 
100 grams of oven-dry soil. 
Sxtraetion was coiAinued until removal of carbonates was 
compla t@# 
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account for the loss In capacity of these aolls to fix potassium 
under moist conditions. 
The possibility that hydrogen ions are directly concerned 
in th© effect which acid treatment has on fixation under moist 
conditions is inujiedlately suggested. Results reported by 
Martin, ©t al« (40) lend support to the idea that hydrogen 
ions becoa© "fixed", thereby effectively reducing the amount 
of potassium which becomes nonexchangeable. They found that 
treatment of a calcareous soil with successively higher in­
crements of HCl resulted in a gradual lessening of the capacity 
to fix potassium under moist conditions, until finally at the 
highest level of acid, no fixation occurred. These workers, 
however, offered no specific explanation as to the manner in 
which hydrogen ions might accomplish this reduction, nor did 
they consider timt a specific t^pe of mineral was concerned. 
Acid-TOlublllty of potaaslua fixed under moist conditions. 
In order to secure sane evidence as to the tenacity with which 
potassium becomes fixed in moist soil, the solubility in hot 
dilute acetic acid of potassium fixed under these conditions 
was studied. Previous to the extraction, the samples had fixed 
appreciable quantities of potassium dialing 48 hours of 
moist storage with KGl solution, and th© excess of potaasiuis 
had been removed in the usual taanner by extraction with ammon­
ium acetate. It is seen In the last colutm of Table 5 that 
very little of the fixed potassium was removed by the acid. 
However, the data show that significant amounts of other non-
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*Pabl© 5 The amounts of non-exchangeable potaaslum removed 
by acid extraction# 
Amounta of K Total amount of Amount of 
Soil fixed under K extracted by fixed K 
moist conditions^- hot acetic extracted 
aeid^ HS-
tin.e./i00g soil) {m,e,/lOOg soil) (m,e»/lOOg soil) 
.Webster -silty 
elay loam 0 0.24 
C25A) 
1.08 0.29 0.05 
Webster silty 
clay loam 0 0.19 
(26A) 
1»14 0.25 0.06 
Samples were ppeviously extracted with normal ammonium acetate 
to remove water-soluble and exchangeable potassium. 
4h:- Soils 25A and 26A were extracted with 300 ml. of hot 0.2 normal 
acetic acid and 150 ml. of hot normal acetic acid, respectively. 
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©xcfciangeabl© forms were dissolved. 
Fixation with yarious aoiltwater rationa in relation to 
th.® tl»» of contact with ECl. solution* In the experiment a 
carried out during 1941, an approximately uniform 3oll;water 
ratio was used in experiments dealing with potassium fixation 
under aoiat condltlonB but no particular attempt was made to 
control this ratio. The possibility that the variable con­
centrations of potassium which would result from failure to 
aaintaln a constant wlum® of liquid might influence the re­
sults led to the following experiment. Several duplicate 
aamples of a calcareous Webster soil (BLl) received uniform 
additions of KGl and the sollswater ratio waa varied aa shown 
In the first column of Table 6# It is evident that not much 
difference exists between the amounts of potassium fixed after 
24 hours at the various ratios. The wider differences evident 
after 10 minutes appear to be significant since these varia­
tions are greater than occurred between duplicate analyses. 
The reason itiy the Isl ratio favors more rapid fixation during 
the first 10 minutes is not evident. It appears from the data 
that th© amount of potassfimB added, rather than the concentra­
tion, governed the extent of fixation. It can be seen that 
with the Isl, liS, and lj2,5 aolliwater ratios, fixation is 
not much greater at 24 hours than at 10 minutes. Moreover, 
no further fixation Is apparent after 8 days. 
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fable 6 Fixation ot potaasl\jm mder moist conditions by a 
Webst©!* soil {BL 1) In relation to tb.e solltwater 
ratio and the time between addition of K and eac-
tra-ctlon# 
i^l'tirater  ^ {in,©,/lOOg soil) 
x'a t lo &dd© A 
(»»e»/lOOg) 10 ialn» 24 hram 8 daya 
2il 2»B 0^887 1.035 
isl 2m& 1,048 1.079 1.051 
l:1..5 2*5 0.941 1.048 
lf2»g 2.5 0.903 1.018 1.015 
3? 
PixatioK In acid and ealeareoua aolla In rQlatlon to the 
eonc©Btr&tioii of potasaliam and time of contact with KC1« 
Allawaj and Pierre (1) showed that acid soils fixed very 
littl® or nond of tlM added potassiuia during a 24-hour 
period while moist when tha amount of potassium added was 
2&2 pounds p®r aer© (0.3S m.©, p©r 100 grams). Howevsr, it 
was found in th® present study tMt wh&n 1.64 m.e. of potass­
ium were added p©r 100 grams to several acid soils, meaaurabl# 
fixation oeourred under moist conditions. This suggested that 
concentration of potassium was a factor which should be investi­
gated in acid soils.. 
Seven neutral to calcareous soils and four acid soils were 
included in an expsrlment to fiirther clarify the relation be­
tween time of contact and th® amount of potassium fixed, and to 
show th® relation between level of potassium applied and the 
amount of potassiuia fixed. These results are summarized in 
Table f» It is evident that when 0.5 ®.©. of potassium was 
added to th© acid aslls there was no fixation after 10 minutes, 
although 0.409 m.e. per 100 grams or 82 per cent of the amount 
addad was fixed by soil BLl under the same conditions. However, 
when th® rate of application was increased to 2.5 m.e. per 100 
grams, measurable fixation occurred within 10 minutes in three 
of til® acid soils. 
The data in Table *7 also show that larger amounts of po­
tassium were fixed after 48 hours than after 10 minutes in the 
acid soils. In general, tte percentage increase in fixation 
which occurred between 10 minutes and 48 hours for acid soils 
Tabl© 7, Fixation of potassium under moiat condltiona by some acid and calcareous 
soils in relation to the amount of potasaluia added and the tlm© of 
contact. 
Soli Exchange- K fl3iad«(m.«./l00g aoll) 
Wo. Soil fype pH able K 10 minutes 30 min. 48 hrs. 
m.e./lOOg 0»5 m.e. 2.5 m.©. 2.5 m.e» 2,5 m.e. 
soil added added addad added 
37A Webster silty clay loam 6,9 0.640 0.232 0.463 
32AH Wsbster slltj clay loam 7.3 0.412 — — 0.857 1.040 
28A Webster ailty clay loam 7.0 0.711 —-- 0.283 0.352 
29A Webster silty clay loam 7,2 0.728 ——— 0.521 0.716 S 
34A Webster silty clay loam 7,3 0,430 ——0.566 0.759 
Hi6 Webster silty clay loam 7.2 0.396 -— 0.359 0.721 
BLl Webster silty clay loam 7.5 0,286 0.409 0.903 1.030 1.150 
626 Clinton silt loam 5.3 0.270 -0.046 0.143 0.168 0.185 
603 Payette silt loam 5.9 0.277 -0.034 0.048 0.216 
BL2 Clarion loam 5.2 0.156 -0.010 0.244 0.443 
BL4 Carrington loam 4.8 0.272 -0.043 0.149 0.336 
i?-Soil-liquld ratio - 2.5 
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was mueh greater than the percentage Increase which occurred 
between 50 minutes and 48 hours in the Webster soils. Al-
thougli the comparisons are not strictly valid, there is some 
indication from th@ig@ d&ta that equilibrium is attained more 
rapidly in soils possessing relatively high fixing capacities 
than In those which fix quite small quantities of potassium. 
Th© soil BLl which possesses the highest capacity for fixing 
potassium under the conditions maintained, fixed no more po­
tassium after 8 days than after 24 hours (Table 6). In this 
soil, approximately 90 per cent of the fixation took place 
within 10 minutes* Martin, et al. (40) studied the rate of 
potassium fixation in several neutral to calcareous soils of 
Galifornia and found that, under raolat conditions, as much 
potassium was fixed during the first 48 hours as was fixed 
after 5 years# The speed of the reaction when potassium is 
added to these calcareous soils is in agreement with the 
rapid rate at which ecpllitorlum is attained In ordinary base 
exchange reactions. 
Fixation under moiat conditions and on drying in relation 
to the amount of potassium added. An experiment with soil BLl 
was carried out in 1946 to determine the amounts of potassixiin 
fixed under moist conditions and on drying using several levels 
of KCl ranging from 0.5 through 10 m.e. per 100 grams of soil. 
The data are shown in Table 8 and presented graphically in 
Figure 1. It is apparent that fixation without drying reaches 
a near-maximum value at relatively low concentrations of added 
fatel® 8, Fixation of % uaitr sieist eondltlons, total fixatlou on drylagj 
aad fixation dm® only to ^jing in relation to th® moimt added 
to th@ soil expraasid at m»&* per IQO grms. 
K added as Moiai soil 11) Dri^d aoil (2) Ifat to drying bnly 12»%} 
101 fnw oant of far o®nt of y©r :amat of 
addition m#e* addition Utt. addition 
Wabgtoy Soil BLl^ 
0.5 0,38 76 0.46 92 0.08 16 
1.0 0.61 61 0.84 84 0.23 23 
2.5 1.07 42.8 1.95 78 0.88 35.2 
4.0 I.IS 28.8 3.02 75.5 1.87 46.8 
6.0 i*m 20 3. @5 65.5 2*73 45.5 
8.0 1.26 15.8 4.58 57.3 3.32 41.5 
10.0 1.29 12.© 4.97 49.7 3.68 36.8 
Webster Soil E5A^ 
0.26 0.21 80.8 0*13 50 0 0 
0.51 O.Sl 62 0.34 66.7 0.03 5.9 
1.02 0.47 46.1 0.92 90.2 0.4S 44.1 
2.05 0^74 56.1 1.56 76.1 0.82 40 
4.10 0.90 22 2*35 69.1 1.95 47.1 
8.20 1.03 12.6 4.2 51.2 3.17 38.7 
*Soil BLll 10 g. samples used* Exchangeable K • 0.33 m.e./lOO g. 
S^oil 25AI 2 g« samples iised. Exchangeable K • 0.44 m.e./lOO g. 
BLI 
h 
^ DRIED 
3 
MOIST 
A BLI 
1 
u 6 2 8 10 
M.E. K Added per lOOg, 
Figure 1. Fixation of K with and without drying by two 
calcareous Webster soils in relation to the 
amount of K added. 
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potassium. Th.©!*© is no indication, however, that the total 
fixation ifhich occurs on drying at th© 10 m.e. level ia near 
the maximum filing capacity. In Table 8 and Figure 1 the 
results of a similar experiment conducted in 1941 also are 
shown. Ab in the experiment Just preceding, it appears that 
the capacity to fix potassixim under moist conditions is def­
initely limited, 
F^ -ora a study quite sitailar to those discussed above, 
Martin at al» (40) concluded that "the increased fixation of 
potassium in nonreplaceable form on drying the soil may be 
attributable either to th© loss of water or to increase in 
salt concentration in ttie liquid phase during the drying pro­
cess, or to both factors". 1?hls, however, does not explain 
why th@ lower curves of Figure 1 show no tendency to continue 
upward even at th© higher concentrations of potassium added. 
In an experiment concerning fixation of ammonium, it was found 
tiiat no more ammonium was fixed under moist conditions when 
2500 m.e. per 100 grams war© added than when 10 m.e. were added. 
Undoubtedly, the soil ia in contact with a saturated solution 
of the salt after considerable amounts of water are expelled 
during th© drying process. Yet, if concentration were the 
only factor which determined th® amount of fixation which 
occurs, it ^ould seem quite logical that much more fixation 
should occur when 2500 m.e. of ammonium are added than when 
10 m.e. are added. 
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RQlateion of fotasalum Fixation to Ammonium Fixation In ^oila 
Birldeno© that amraonlum la fixed in aolla* In an experi-
misnt conduoted In 1941, an attempt was made to dotermlne the 
effect of parlous degrees of acid extraction upon the capacity 
of soil 25A to fix potaasiuM, Following the acid extraction 
all samples, including the ones which served as controls, i.e., 
received no acid treataent, were leached with ammonium acetate 
to remove the exchangeable potassium* It was found upon adding 
a iini^'orm level of potasslutn to the ammonivim-saturated samples 
that the capacity to fix potassium under moist conditions had 
been completely destroyed In ©very case. 
Data showing this effect of extracting with arrmonlum ace­
tate on fixation of potassium by two soils are given in Table 9. 
It is significant tiiat resaturating the ammonium-extracted soil 
25A with calcium did not restore the capacity to fix potassium 
under moist conditions. On the basis of this indirect evidence, 
it appeared likely that amraonlum ions were fixed In the same 
nonexchangeable positions which, in the absence of ammonium, 
were assumed by potassium tons. Evidence that arrmionlum actu­
ally was fixed In a non exchangeable form was obtained when It 
was found by direct determination that soil 25A fixed an appre­
ciable quantity of ammonium added as NH^Cl* This Is not the 
first time that ammonium fixation has been noted In soils. 
Generally, however, little algniflcance has bean attached to 
the few studies, rather narrow in scope, which have dealt with 
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fabl© 9 ffe© effect of ©xfc3?&cting two calcareous soils 
with HH^-acetat® tipon the fixation of K under 
©olst c ond11ion® (48 hrs•)• 
Tr©atia©at prior Exchange- K K 
Soil to adding K ahl© K Added Fixed 
(m»©#/lGOg (Bi*e./lOOg (m^e*/lOOg 
80ll> soil) soil) 
2BM. 
Wehster ailty 
clay loam 
Hon© 0*44 
Leached with IS4 0 
acetate 
Leached with O 
acetate 
2»12 
2 •IS 
2.12 
1»08 
0,02 
-0.05 
26.A lone 
.Webster siltj Leached with WB.^ 
Gl&y loam acetate 
0,53 
O 
2.12 
2.12 
1.14 
-0.06 
#Saffipl9s resaturated with Ca following leaching with ammonium 
acetate. 
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fixation of this cation. As early as 1917, McBeth (42) re­
ported that h© was unable to recover more than 81 per cent 
of the ammonium salt added to a C^ifomia soil even after 
prolonged extraction witii 10 per cent HCl. Other evidence 
which indicates that certain soils may possess the ability 
to fix aatnonium is reported in investigations of methods for 
determining exchangeable ammonium in soils (5, 41, 44). It 
was then believed that a suitable method for exchangeable 
aiffiaonium should allow complete recovery of added ammonium 
salt. An example is the method of Olsen (44) already cited. 
In 1936, Ghaiainade and Drouineau (11) presented evidence 
that nonezchangeable ammonium accumulated in soils which had 
received several applications of ammonium fertilizer over a 
period of years. They found that more ammonium nitrogen was 
released from a fertilized soil than from the corresponding 
unfertilized soil during prolonged grinding in a ball mill. 
In a later study, Chaminad© (9) presented further evidence 
of ammonium accumulation in a soil as a result of fixation, 
and reported that this cation fixed by the clay fraction of 
soils could be liberated by ball-milling or treatment with 
hydrofluoric acid. These workers rseasured fixation after the 
soil or soil colloid had been in contact with a salt solution 
for a perlo d of 2 weeks. Joffe and Levine (29) found that a 
hydrogen-saturated bentonite and a Montalto colloi-i fixed 
appreciable quantities of applied ammonium upon drying. 
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Certain workers (11,29,45) have concluded that a similar 
mechanism la responsible for potaaaiuia and ammonium fixation. 
However, there is little quantitative evidence in support of 
such a theory• Th© observations that materials which fix po-
tassiuffi likewise are capable of fixing anraonium provide only 
indirect ©vidence that the cations assume Identical non~ 
exchar:^@able positlpns in lattice systems. The pritnary objec­
tive of th© experiments to follow was to determine quantita­
tively the relationship between the fixation of potassium and 
ammonium, with a view toward establishing whether or not these 
cations are rendered nonezahangeable through the same mechanism. 
Fixation of ammonium and potaaiaium by aevoral soils* The 
Webster soils which lost the capacity to fix potaaaium as a 
result of extraction with aramonlum acetate also were found 
capable of fixing ammonium Ions# Thia Indirect evidence indi­
cated that a relationship might exist between the amounts of 
potassium and aiamonluin fixed by different soils possessing 
different fixing capacities. To obtain preliminary evidence 
on this question, ammonium fixation and potassium fixation 
were determined separately on 8 soils after a 30-minute period 
of cofttaot between the salt solution and soil at a soiliwater 
ratio of 1:2»5. A uniform addition of the cation (2.5 m.e. per 
100 grama) was made to a 10-gram sample series. The amounts 
of naturally occurring exchangeable potassium and ammonium 
were quite variable in these soils from different sites. Thus, 
the amounts available for fixation, following the addition 
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of salt solution, wer© not quit© the sams for all solla. The 
data presented in Table 10 and In Figure 2 show, however, that 
a significant relationship does exist between the capacities 
of these soils to fix potassium and ammonium. 
Effect of anmonium fixation on aubsequent potaaalum fixa-
tlon^ Proof that an identical mechsnism is operative in fixa­
tion of potassiiim and aminonlum requires the ©atablishment of a 
fundamental principal, namely, that fixation of either of these 
ions results in an equivalent reduction in fixation of the other 
cation. The ensuing exporlments were designed for the purpose 
of determining if such a reciprocal relationship actually exists 
between potassium and ammonium fixation. Two calcareous "Webster 
aoils, possessing relatively high fixing capacitlea, were em­
ployed in these studies. 
First of all, amrtionlum fixation was determined after 24-
hour contact on one series of samples which had received ammon­
ium chloride additions of 0, 2, 6, and 12 m.e. per 100 grama of 
soil. To a parallel aeries \fhldh had previously received the 
same levels of aiationlum, 6 m.e. of potassium per 100 grama 
were added. The amounta of potassium fixed after moist con­
tact for 24 hours were determined. The results obtained in 
this experiment and presented in Table 11 show that there is 
an eqplvalent reduction In the amount of potassium fixed for 
each level of ammonium previously fixed. This Is evident from 
the data in the last column which show that the sums of po­
tassium and ammonium fixation are marly constant. It is quite 
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Tabla 10 K fixation and fixation under aoist conditions 
in several soils• 
Soil 
Ho. 
pH 
Fixat ion{m 
KH4 Add©d• 
• © ./lOO g . 8 0 il) 
IH4 Fixed 
(30 minutes) 
K 
(m.e. 
Exch. 
K 
Fixation 
/lOOg. 30il) 
K K Fixed 
Adds d (30 min.) 
37A 6.9 0.25 2.5 0.364 0.640 2.5 0.232 
S4A 7.3 0.19 2.5 0.355 0.430 2.5 0.566 
28A 7.0 0.26 2.5 0.296 0.711 2.5 0.283 
32AH 7.3 0.14 2.5 0.679 0.412 2.5 0.857 
29A 7.2 0.17 2.5 0,307 0.728 2.5 0.521 
BLl 7.5 0.07 2.5 0.740 0.286 2.5 1.03 
BL6 7.2 0.11 2.5 0.444 0 . 396 2.5 0.359 
626 5.3 0,16 2.5 0,161 0.270 2.5 0.168 
ME K FIXED/100 GRAMS 
2.5 ME ADDED/100 GMS. 
CR 
0 m 
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Tfibl© 11 Th© effect of different levels of non-exchangaable 
ammoniutti on subsequent potassium fixation under 
moist conditions by Webster sllty clay loam (25A). 
lfH4 added 
(m.e./lOOg. 
soil) 
previously 
fixed under 
moist conditions 
(ni»©»/100^?. soil) 
K fixed following 
WH4 additions# 
(m.e,/100;?. soil) 
Sum: HH4 K 
fixed 
(m.e./lOO^.goll) 
0 0 1.02 1.02 
2 0.69 0.41 1.00 
6 0.89 0.14 1.03 
12 1.14 -0.02 1.12 
^ Following th© period of ammonium fixation {24 hours), these 
samples each received 5 mtlll-equivalents of K per 100 grams 
of aallj soll:wat©r ratio, approximately Itl. 
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th#s® capA^ity of this soli to fl* 
o&tions Is T&%hmT fhls is tbs flinst eirldeisee that 
potassitaa ai«i airaoultia ars fisoid in ttm mwm mmtmrm Xtodsr 
th® eoistltions wilnt&iiiid In this @xpe3?lm®nt, th® eapaeity fop 
flxatioa uaiisr moist eoBaittOHs- is approxlniafcely 1 m»0» per 
leo greas of soil.# S¥©a wl5.#» th® e-OTbiried additions of po-» 
tsus-sliia mM. ammnlmg r®aeh#d 24 »•©# p@r lOO graias, the total 
fimtioa was mt sl^ifloarfJlj gp@at@p than when 6 m*®# of po» 
tassii» wiT® stJ^pliai.. alo^* 
4 slailar bist mop© o6K5?F®h.®»ai^© study was made, Tjsing 
asM>t3a»iP ©aleai^oois W«b«t®i* silty ©lay loam (BIO.). 'Pwo serios 
of soil si®pl«s ©aeh i»®@®i^d immsmtmQ leTsls. of eomonliaa 
ctolopld® ifaagisg fF®» CI thi»o»^ 8 a#®» p@r 100 graias . Tim 
soiltwat©?* i»afcio daring this initial. p-®j»iod was lsl#S. Aftsr 
o^^half how:# aaaoBlm fimtion was d«t®3»ii3®d on om of th» 
?h®- oth®r 8®rijes of saa^l.es ^«®iwd a ©onstant ad^li-
tim. of pota.sai^'n^lorid® C@'«& m.*®* p@r 100- grams->• Aftar an-
addition®! SO «i®»t®s.,, duristg wtoioh tim® th®- soiltwater ratio 
was lfS.«S# potas.si«® fixatioa wa.s d®t®s»lned on tills lattor 
««rl«s» Fi^m Tabl® .H a»d Figai?® S,. it is ©iridtont that,, as in 
tJba@ •sp®ria«iit|,. tli® stjm of potass it  ^axid astaoniim 
fiamtioa for ®aeh l®wl of eraioiiiiiia ftjssd ar® marly ®qtml azid 
olosaly app.i!^x.imatMSi ths- fixing e^^aelty of 
this soil.* 
.Effaot of potassium fjjiLation ©a st3a?s®qti«at anatiftwf rnit fIxa* 
fcioia.* TTm r®sults froa th@ praoadiag aaq^riraants Indleat® that 
lii©reasifig the l®irels of axed potassitm also might bring abcmt 
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Table 12 The effect of the amount of ammonium previously 
fixed on subsequent fixation of potassium under 
molat conditions by Webster sllty clay loam (BL 1) . 
Ammonium Fixation 
(ra«@»/100g. soil) 
Subsequent K 
{m.e./lOOg 
Fixation 
• m 11) 
Sum of HH4 
and 
Amount NH4 
added 
Amount 
fixed 
Amount 
added 
Iffiount 
fixed 
K fixed 
{m.e ./lOOg.soil) 
0 0 2.5 1.05 1.05 
0.5 0.30 2.5 0.61 0.91 
1 0.50 2.5 0.40 0.90 
2.5 0.74 2.5 0.26 1.00 
4 0.85 2.5 0.15 0.98 
.5 0.87 2. 0.14 1.01 
6 0.89 2.5 0.10 0.99 
8 0.95 2.5 0 0.95 
10 0.97 2.5 — —  
12 1.03 2.5 
15 1.03 2.5 
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1,0-
NH4 FIXED 0.9 
CO 
0.8 
< 
CC 
o 
O 
o 
0.7 
0.6 
CC 
ID Q- 0.5 
Q 
LU 
X 
LL 
0.4 
K FIXED 
2.5 ME/100 GMS=K ADDED 03 
0.2 
2 O 1 o 4 6 8 I 2 15 
ME NH4 ADDED PER LOO GRAMS 
FlgUF© Si© effect of fclie amomit of ijroviously 
fl3c©d upon subsequent fixation under moist 
conditions of E* 
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corPQspoiidiiig reductions in the amounts or ainmonlura fixed 
following subsequent additions of the latter cation. In the 
absence of direct evidence, however, it seemed desirable to 
InTOstlgate this rather important point. Accordingly, two 
Identical series were prepared by adding increasing levels of 
potassium to lO-gram samples. Potassium fixation was deter­
mined after one-half hour on one series. Each sample of the 
remaining aeries received 2.5 m,e» of ammonium per 100 grams, 
and the amounts of ammonium fixed were determined following 
another 30-mlnute period of contact. Soil;water ratios employ­
ed were th® same as in the preceding experiment. The results 
shown in Table 13 which apply here are presented along with 
related data shown in the last column which will be discussed 
shortly# The data are presented graphically in Figure 4. It 
is clear from th© contrasting curves that ammonium fixation is 
reduced by prior fixation of potassium in the nonexchangeable 
form. However, an ecpivalent reduction of ammonium fixation 
as a result of previous potassium fixation could not be dem­
onstrated in this case. This can be attributed to the fact 
that th© amounts of potassium fixed soon exceeded the ammonium 
fixation attainable under these conditions, when only 2.5 m.e. 
of anunonium were added per 100 grams of soil. 
In an attempt to demonstrate more conclusively that an 
increase in th® level of potassium fixed Is accompanied by an 
equivalent reduction in the amount of ammonium fixed, another 
experiment was carried out, this time employing a higher level 
of amraonium. The experiment differed from the preceding one 
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Table 13. The effect of the amount of K previously fixed 
upon subsequent fixation without drying of NH4 
added at the rate of 2.5 m.e. per lOOg. of soil. 
K Fixation 
{m.e./lOOg. soil) 
Subsequent NH4 fixation 
(m.e./lOOg.soll) 
Added 
K 
Fixed 
(50 min.) 
NH4 
Added 
Fixed (30 min.) 
Excess K 
present 
Excess 
removed 
0 0 2.5 0.74 0.76 
0.5 0.51 2.5 0.43 0.37 
1.0 0.67 2.5 0.26 0.20 
1.25 2.5 0.19 
1.5 2.5 0.15 
2.0 2.5 0.12 —.— 
2.5 1.03 2.5 0.06 0.03 
3 2.5 0.04 
4 1.11 2.5 0.06 0.02 
-w-The K fixation at all levels of added K was not detemined, 
since this was not believed neceaaarj for the objective of 
the expOTlment. 
->«-After th© 30-niinute period of contact between K and the 
soil, excess K was removed by extraction with Ca-acetate 
(1 normal) • Sxceas Ca was removed with water and 2.5 rti.e. 
of were added per lOOg. of soil* 
CO 
< 
(X 
O 
o 
o 
•c 
LU 
a 
Q 
LU 
X 
LL 
LU 
FIXED 
\/\ NH4FIXED 
EXCHANGEABLE ij;. HaP-SOL. K PRESENT 
NH4 FIXED 
K REMOVED 
0 
ME K ADDED PER lOO GRAMS 
4 m The effect of tlie aaiount of K previously 
fixed upon the subsequent flxcitlon tinder 
Eioiat corwiltioB-S of IIII4 by soli BLl. 
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only in tti® addition of 10, instead of 2.5 m.e. of ammonium 
per 100 grams of soil, following the period of potassium 
fixation# The potassium-ammonium relationships, already-
noted In tha previous experiment, also are Illustrated by 
the curves in Figure 5. The data are tabulated in Table 14, 
The ^plication of 10 mllliequivalents of ammonium per 100 
grams still was not great enough to bring the total fixation 
of potassium and ammonium as high as the potassium fixation 
which took place upon the addition of 6 or 10 mllllequlvalenta 
of potassiiim applied alone* For this reason, fixation at the 
two higher levels of potassium may be disregarded in a con­
sideration of the reduction in ammonium fixation due to po-
tasaiu® fixation. The total fixation of these cations for 
th© levels 0, 0.5, 1, 2.S, and 4 m,@. of potassium per 100 
grams were 0»97, 1,11, 1.00, 1.15, and 1.14, respectively. 
These results provide proof that increasing the level of 
potasslijan fixed is accompanied by an equivalent reduction in 
the amount of ammonium fixed. 
The question might be raised as to whether the reduction 
in fixation of potassium or ammonium is due entirely to the 
filling of nonexchangeable positions by the ion first intro­
duced. It appeared that the presence of appreciable quanti­
ties of water-soluble and exchangeable cations might, in 
itself, be a factor contributing to the reduced fixation of 
the ion subsequently added. Accordingly, the experiment 
which has been dlscusaed and presented In Figure 4 and Table 
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Table 14 The effact of th© amount of K previously fixed 
upon subsequent fixation under raoist conditions 
of added at the rate of 10 m.e./lOOg. soil. 
K Fixation 
(m.e./lOOg.soll) 
Subsequent HH4 Fixation 
(m.e./lOOg.soll) 
Sum of 
NH4 
K 
Added 
E 
Fixed 
(30 mln.) 
RH4 Added NH4 Fixed 
(30 mln.) 
and 
K Fixed 
(m.e./lOOg 
soil) 
0 0 10 0.95 0.95 
0.5 0.51 10 0.60 1.11 
1.0 0,67 10 , 0.33 1.00 
2*5 1.03 10 0.12 l.lt 
4 1.11 10 0.03 1.14 
5 1.17 — -
6 1.15 10 0.06 1.21 
10 1.32 10 0.01 1.32 
15 1.29 
K FIXED 
0.6 
NH4 FIXED 
10 ME/100 GMS^NKjADDED 
Q2 
ME K ADDED PER 100 ORAMS 
Pig. 5. The effect of the amount of K previously fixed upon subse­
quent fixation under moist conditions of 
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13 was repeated In the sam© manner except that, following the 
period of potassium fixation, water-solubl© and exchangeable 
potassium wore leached out with 300 ml. of normal calcium 
acetate. The soil then was leached extensively with distilled 
water, leaving calcium-saturated samples. These received 
ammonium chloride at the rat© of 2.5 m.e. per 100 grams, and 
the SBiount of ammonium fixed was determined after 30 minutes. 
The amounts of ammonium fixed are shown in the last column of 
Table 13. The similarity between the two lower curves of 
Figure 4 indicates ttat the presence of considerable amounts 
of exchar^eable and water-solubl© potassium was not an im­
portant factor influencing the subsequent fixation of ammon­
ium. Thus, it appears that reversion of potassium to the non-
exchangeable form, per se, is responsible for the reduction 
and, ultimately, tJie loss in ability of this soil to fix ammon­
ium. 
Effect of extracting a soil with ammonium acetate upon 
the fixation of potassium due to drying. Evidence that po­
tassium and ammonium are fixed in identical nonexchangeable 
positicsas in moist calcareous Webster soils suggested another 
approach to the pfoblem of determining whether the type of 
fixation #iich occurs under molat conditions is distinct from 
that utilch occurs on drying. It was conjectured that once 
the positions concerned in "moist fixation" became filled with 
ammonium ions, tl:^ positions which fix potassium only when the 
soil is dried should still be capable of functioning in po­
tassium fixation. 
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Twelve 10-grara samples of soil BLl ware oxtracted with 
aimonium acetate in the usual manner. After standing sat­
urated with this reagent for 48 hours, the samples were 
l©acl:©d with calciuBi acetate to remove all of the exchangeable 
ammoniuia. Hie excess of calcium was then removed by leaching 
with water, and th© samples wers transferred to flasks. An­
other series of samples which had previously fixed potassium 
without drying as shown in column 3 of !Pable 15 also were 
leached with ammoniuia acetate and were saturated with calcium 
in the mmn&F described above. Both series of Ca-saturated 
samples received the six levels of potassium shown in columns 
8 and 7 of Table IS, which are equivalent to the amounts of 
potassium remaining in solution and in exchangeable form 
after fixation under moist conditions had taken place (see 
Goliam 3)• Th® samples, after receiving potassium, were 
alternately wetted and dried five times at 95 degrees C. The 
amounts of potassium fixed due to drying only, following re­
moval of the capacity to fix potassium under moist conditions 
by extraction with anmonlum acetate, are recorded in columns 
6 and 8 of Table 15• Th© calculated values showing fixation 
due only to drying in the untreated soil are shown in column 
4. The agreement between calculated and determined values for 
fixation due only to drying is quite close. 
Solubility in add of the ammonium fixed under moist 
conditions» That the nonaxchangeable ammonium fixed under 
moist conditions is quite insoluble In normal acetic acid is 
Tabl® 15# l-fldenc© that leaohlng with IH4»ac@tat0 destroys the capacity 
of soil BLl to fix K under moist conditions without affecting 
th© capacity to fix K on drying, (Expressed as ra,e* per 100 
grams,) 
Untreated soil 
Soil leached with 
KH^-acetate and sat­
urated with Oa prior 
to addition of K 
K previously fixed 
without drying (Col, 3); 
soil leached with 
acetate and saturate! 
with Ca prior to addl-
tion of K 
(1) 
K added 
as KCl 
(2) 
fotal 
fixation 
on drying 
(3) 
Fixation 
without 
drying 
(4) 
Fixation 
due only 
to drying 
(5) 
K added 
as KGl^ 
{6} 
Fixation 
due only 
to drying 
K added 
as KCl-K' 
(6) 
Fixation 
due only 
to drying 
0.5 0.46 0,38 0.08 0.43 0.03 0.43 0.07 
1.0 0.84 0,61 0.23 0.72 0.13 0.72 0.16 
2.5 1.95 1.07 0.88 1.77 0.98 1.77 0.77 
4.0 3.02 1.15 1,87 3.18 1.78 3.18 1.85 
6.0 3.93 1.20 2.73 5.13 2.55 5.13 2.73 
10.0 4.97 1.29 3.68 9.05 3.10 9.05 3.53 
^These values are ecplvalent to the amounts of K remaining in exchangeable and 
water-soluble form after the fixation shown in column 3 had occurred following 
additions of K shown in column 1. 
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Hftiii rnwMM^  fmm tli#- mhmn in faPbl* 16* the s aisles 
im l^is stti% bai. pwrnwi-mm^  fixed mmonixm faee t'abXe 131 
(mA. iOll ani #3Gi.l^ i]@®al>le ai&B9io>ixi'am hsii beeii 
XNia#fM #3£&Faeti«m niMs. Ml* It nsm. be seen th.at oozxsidei»« 
&i»l@ of mmmn.tw& 'mm djstraetedf but no more oeam from 
^bu@ s:«iLp3.#:S tfeii  ^b&S. fl3»9rd ao^nimi than from tibose i^ioh had 
fixed little OF i^ni * Host of ttis extraeted amsioniiim ppobablj 
fi<on os*g.aiii# m&ttmw* 
fh&mm fNSSiftlts siaggest ISiat 01seii*s raetiiod (44) for deter-
mif^iisg ejmha^eabl© aaronittm m&j be ®spirieal than prevl-
hfts been supposed* P«rtli<KEm©r®, it is possible that the 
wkoowisf Of mmmmAxm a#led to ©ertala soils by extra© tiiig with 
BOl«l]@l solmtlo]  ^me  ^ b# mom a^arent thc  ^real* Certainly the 
extracted im tbis immer is mt all ejsohais@e-able as 
ot€iiiwgrSJ.y d0fi3»»d« 
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•fa&i,© 16 Reeoirer^f of nonexchangeabl© from soil 
Bill toy ©xtraction with normal aeetio acid*® 
'114' pr©¥lom,slj" fIx^  ' fotal  ^ Fixed kHa 
und®!' sol St eonditions lfH4 reco-yered recovered 
•G*9S I'S 33 0,01 
©•SO 1,50 -0.07 
l.TO 0 • 15 
1.,.57-^  
« lOg samples wer& digested for 12 hrs, with, hot IH acetic 
aeld and then w@i»@ leached on Suchner ftmnels with an 
additional 100 atl# of warm ac©tie acid» 
«- 1»57 subtpaeted from other values to give values of 
• last ©oltMJ.* 
m 
Tm Fix&fios OF FOTAssrai mmm Moisf compitiois Am 
m mmim is ielatioh to the tti® op glax mimeral 
In opd@F to approaoh in a mop® definite manner tbe prob-
1mm of determining the nature of potassium fixation which 
takes place under »@ist conditions, it seemed logical to in-
ireatigats th® ©lay Bineral types which seemed most likely to 
be cone®rned» The two clays, lllite and montmorlllonlte, 
©ocurring in the calcareous Webster soils and other soils of 
Iowa (51) were selected for this purpose. The primary objec-
ti^re was to clarify the Mechanism responsible for the fixa­
tion of potassium under moist conditions, with particular 
reference to the type which occurs rapidly in certain calcar­
eous soils* The effects of various treatments on the amount 
oiT potassim flaced under moist conditions by these clays were 
determined in order to learn which type of mineral is concern­
ed and the conditions which repress or facilitate the process. 
Flsiation of the potassium on drying also was investigated with 
each of these days, using various treatments, with a view 
toward clarifying the factors which are concerned in this 
type of fixation la soils. 
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Materials and Methods 
Clay minerals 
Preparation ot 1111 te slay* f'ho fraetion finer than 2  ^
was separated from ®Grundite® smpplled by th© Illinois Clay 
Prods^ts Coffipany, t»pbanaji Illinois. TImi 2fraction waai washed 
with dilute SSl Cappro:iEiaat©ly 0.05 normal) by placing the 
suspension in auto-if^lgalfeor pots and removing successive 
portions of the acid by applying suction. When the leachate 
mo loiter gave a test for ©aleim, ths clay was washed free 
of chloride ions by i^peated washings with distilled water, 
fhe clay was then dried and ground for a few hours in a ball 
mill. ®3fortunat#ly> th® grinding caused appreciable re­
lease of nonejcchangeable potassium as evidenced by the change 
in pH from slightly less than 4.0 to 4.4. Moreover, the acid-
washed, ground clay contained 6.3S m.e. of exchangoable po-
tasslua per 100 grms after grinding. Approximately 400 grams 
of the acid-washed clay were electrodlalyzed for one week. 
At the end of this period th® pH of th© clay was 3.8 and the 
exchangeable potassium content was 1.77 m.e. per 100 grams. 
This time the ©lay was not dried, but was suspended In a 
suitable volume of distilled water. Aliquots were taken with 
a pipette and dried as a means of determining the concentra­
tion of the clay suspension. In all studies with this clay* 
th© suspension was employed. 
m 
A f#w ®xp®3?i®®nts wej?© oaFried out using the stock of 
acid-washed lllit® olay mentioned abOTe from which the 
eleotrodlalyged ©lay waa prepared. A suspension was made 
and its ©oncentratlon of clay was determined, 
Freparatlon of hentonite clay« Wyoming bentonite 
C?oleay) fro® the toerioan Colloid Company, Chicago, Illinois, 
was aeld'-washed before fraetionatlon in the manner described 
above for illite» fhe coarse material (approximately Sjj{ and 
less in diameter) was removed by sedimentation and the finer 
aaterlal was TOser^ed for ©xperl^ntatlon* The pH of the hy­
drogen bentonite suspension was 3.3» Addition of KCl lowered 
the pE to fhe ooncentratlon of the suspension of clay 
was then detemined* 
ChemloQ-1 methods 
l^otasslm fixation, •gh© clay suspensions were shaken 
well before each aliquot was taken. Usually 25 ml. of the 
suspension were transferred to an Brlenmeyer flask. IJhis 
TOluoae of the suspension represented 5.66 grams and 1.56 
grams (oTen-^iibpy) of illlt© and bent^nlt#, respectively. In 
certain experiments 10 ml. of the llllte suspension were used, 
^he aaounts of potassium salt and/or reagents thsn added 
varied with the type of experiment and are designated in pre­
senting the results of the experiments. Fixation under moist 
conditions took place in tht suspension after the additions 
were made, fhe flasks were stoppered and allowed to stand 
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for 48 hours# Then 100 ml, of normal ammonium acetate {pH 6.8) 
were added and the suspension was shaken for two hours In an 
©nd~over-©nd shaker. After filtering through Buchner funnels 
using auotion, several portions of the extractant were slowly-
leached through the clay under gentle pressure until the total 
volume of extraotant used was 250 ml. Lawton's (35) method 
was then followed in determining potassium on the leachate. 
The nethod for determining fixation under moist condi­
tions in the soils was the same as has baen described previous­
ly. 
In determining fixation by clays on drying, the proce­
dure was identical to the one already described for clays, 
except that the suspensions were dried once in an oven at 100 
degrees C» instead of remaining moist. A small amount of 
distilled water was then added and the samples were allowed 
to rehydrate for several hours before addition of ammonium 
acetate and extraction of potassium in the manner previously 
related. 
Adjustment of pH« In some of the experiments to be re­
ported, it was necessary to measure the pH values which had 
been attained in the suspensions after 48 hours. The glass 
electrode could not be used In the suspensions which subse­
quently were to be extracted for determination of potassium, 
since contamination with potassium from the salt bridge -^rould 
occur. Therefore, separate series of samples to be used 
solely for pH measurements were prepared in the same manner 
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as those used in the determination of fixation* In certain 
ejqperlmenta whera it was daslred to obtain a range of pH 
values, the first step was to prepare a titration curve 
showing the relation between the aaount of base added to 
the clay and pH. This curve then provided the means of select­
ing the range and intervals of pH desired in the study. In 
most of the studies, standard NaOH was used to adjust the pH 
of the clay suspensions. In other cases it was necessary to 
determine pH after addition of various reagents %vhich altered 
the reaction of the clays. 
Determination of alumlnum«. Aluminum was determined on 
a series of samples to which fluoride had been added. Fluor­
ide interferes with the precipitation of aluminum by bases, 
but this interference is obviated by precipitating the alum­
inum as the 8-hydro3syquinolate in strongly alkaline sd lution. 
The procedure followed was based on the methods and princi­
ples stated by Kolthoff and Sandell (34). The ammonium ace­
tate extract of the fluoride-treated clay was evaporated to 
dryness, and organic matter was destroyed by adding 5 ml. of 
6 per cent hydrogen peroxide. On© ml, of concentrated HCl 
and 25 ml# of distilled water were added to the residue. The 
solutions were heated, filtered, and the small silica residue 
remaining on the filter paper was washed with several portions 
of hot dilute HCl. Two ml. of 5 per cent 8-hydroxyquinoline 
in acetic acid were added to each filtrate. After warming the 
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aolution approximately to 70 degrees C., concentrated ammon­
ium hydroxide was added drop-wise with vigorous stirring un­
til tiie precipitate began to form* Two ml, of concentrated 
ammonium^hydroxide then w@r@ added slowly with stirring. Af­
ter digestion for one hour on the steam cheat, the precipitate 
was collected by filtering through weighed Gooch crucibles 
fitted with asbestos pads. The precipitates were washed with 
hot water and dried at 110 degrees G. to constant weight* 
Exchange capacity* Exchange capacities of the clays were 
determined essentially as described by Peech (48), except 
that ammonium ions were removed from the ammonium-saturated 
clays by leaching with norraal KCl instead of acidified NaCl 
(10 per cent)• Mo gum arable was necessary in the colormetrlc 
procedure for ammonium since calcium and magnesium were not 
present* 
Results and Discussion 
Relation of pH to potaaslure fixation in clay minerals 
Fixation by illite clay adjusted to different pH values 
with MaOH* When lime is added to certain soils, the capacity 
to fix potassium increases, while In other soils it has been 
reported that liming had little or no effect. This problem 
has been discussed In a comprehensive manner by Peech and 
Bradfteld (49), York and Rogers (66), and others (25). These 
results, together with the knowledge that certain calcareous 
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moilM posts®#® a Mgh eapacity for potaasiiaa fixation suggest­
ed that som# r®Xation»Mp ®xlst@4 between pH and reversion of 
potaasium to non@xoliang©abl@ form. 
JPrsllminiai'y work with aold-waithed illite showed that 
mor© potaastm wa® fixed fro® XBH than from an equivalent 
quantity of KGl. On the basis of this evidence an experiment 
waa carried out with electrodlalysBed Illite to determine in 
detail tiia i^latloii between pH and potassium fixation# Ali­
quot s of clay suspension were adjusted to various pH values 
ranging fro® 3»8 to 9*8 by adding standard HaOH» A constant 
level of KCl was added. Th® results showing reversion of po­
tassium t® nonexchangsable forms are presented in Figure 6 
and fable l?. The data show that pH changes are accompanied 
by marked effects on fixation, particularly when the system 
is dried, fhe cijrve which depicts fixation on drying rises 
unifomly as th® pi increases frc® 3,8 to about 7. Beyond 
this point, the change in fixation per unit rise in pH Is 
less- There is seme indication that the maximum fixation is 
reached In the vicinity of pH 9» XInder Moist conditions a 
gradual increase in fljmtlon is noted until the pH reaches a 
value between 8 and in i^ich Interval the laaxlmum effect 
associated with pH is attained. 
The rather remarkable effects on fixation of potassium 
which result tipom raising the pH with HaOH might be explained 
in two ways. First, laOH may neutralize and replace hydrogen 
ions occurring within lattice positions where potassium nor-
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Table 17# Tiie fixation of K by ©lactrodialyzed illite clay 
under moist conditions and on drying as affected 
by pH, 
Percent# 
Saturation 
with Na 
(calculated) 
pH4S-# 
{48 hra.) 
Exchangeable 
K K added 
(m.e./lOOg.soll) 
K Fixed 
(m.e./lOOg, soil) 
Moist 
(48 hrs.) 
Dried 
0 3.8 8.56 0.57 1.18 
15 .S 4.4 8.56 0.59 
38 6.1 8.56 0.79 2.03 
45.6 5.5 8.56 0.76 2.13 
53.2 5.7 8.56 0.81 2.26 
62.2 5.8 8.56 2.49 
68.4 6.1 8.56 0.79 2.82 
83.6 6.8 8.56 0.98 3.16 
107 8.3 8.56 1.28 3.61 
122 8.9 8.56 1.42 3.96 
137 9.7 8.56 1.33 3.94 
152 9.8 8.56 1.46 4.18 
•»Exchang® capacity of llllto m 33 m.e. per 100 g. 
p^H of suspension before drying. 
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mally is fixed, this would rsstJtlfe in & gi^eater tendency for 
potassium to ream© the positions where fixation ooeura, 
a in©© potassiwii can more readily replaee aodiia® iona than 
hydrogen ions» fhe aeooad poaaible explanation la baaed on 
the aaawptlon that aliaainim iona are preaent in poaitiona 
on©e oeempied hy potaaaitm and tiiat reiraoval of theae atrong-
ly adaorbed eatlona likewise aeta t© promote potaaaium fiarai-
tion» ^h® existene® of aiiaaiaura in certain poaitiona other 
than fixed lattice positions of the micas is atrongly auggeat-
ed from the work of fairer and Marahall (47) and Sehachtachabel 
C5S)« fhe latter wrker haa shown that irarioua cat iona, not­
ably hydrogen iona» displaee aoae of the potaaaium iona altu-
ated within tise ^intrmicellar® apaeea of micaa. Apparently 
there is no reaaon istoy iron and aluEilnuis Iona ahould not 
take part in 8uc& exchange imder auitable oonditiona. Once 
theae eationa, by whatever meana, have exchanged for potaaaiiaa 
in inferaiaicellar poaitiona# it aeema likely that the re-
entrance of potaaaltim aay 1® greatly hindered, Thua, it ia 
poaaible that SaOH eauaea increaaed fixation of potaaaium in 
illite by resoTlng aluminum from effective competition with 
potaaaium ionai> firat by precipitation aa A1(0H)3 finally 
at pH valuea above the iaoeleetric point, by formation of 
SaAlOg. A aimilar explanation might apply in attei^pting to 
accoimt for various reaulta ^ich have been reported ahowing 
that extractiona of aoila and certain minerala with HagCOs 
aolution cauaed increasea in potaaaluBi fixation (40,58,59). 
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FtaEafeloa. b? b#atoiiifc6 clay aajuated to different pH 
y&lueai with SaOH* Sinee elay minerals of the montmorillonite 
grcmp ala© eomprlse a atgnifieajut portion of th© elay frao-
tloa in Biany soils, an experiment was eonducted in the manner 
described for lllite in order to detenjain© the relationship 
between pi and the a»©tmts of potassiias becoming nonexohange-
able. T liwa data in Table 18 not only eonfla^  another observa­
tion (45) that Montffiorillonite fixes little or no potassium 
when moist, but also show that imder moist conditions pH in­
creases do not induce fixation in this Mineral, The data 
sl3K3wing fixation with and wittout drylE^  also are presented 
in Figure ?• It is evident that increasing the pH from 3.2 
to 5.® with SaOH brings about a rather sharp reduction in 
fixation on dryii^ . Mowsver* there is little change in the 
afflDunta of potassium fixed between pH 5.9 and 10.6. 
fhe reason for th® marked reduction in the amount of po-
tasslum rendered nonexchangeable by bentonlte following addi­
tion of SaOH is not obvious, fhe various contributing fac­
tors night b# iD Qomp&tltlon between sodium and potassium 
for exchange positionsj (2) th® tendency for bentonlte to 
swell when made alkaline with M&OS (19), thus releasing part 
of the entrapped potassltaa; (3) precipitation of alamlnum and 
iron hydroxides between the sheets (47) which in addition to 
•^ blocking" exchange positions ®i^ t prevent the lattice 
layers from returning to their nowal close spacing when dry-
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Table 18, Fixation of K by acid-washed beiitonite under 
moist conditions and on drying at different 
pH values, 
Percent-s- Exchangeable K Fixed 
Saturation K K added (m.e«/lQOg« soil) 
with Ha as KCl Moist Dried 
{calcula.ted) {48 hrs,) (m,©,/lQOi^ »aoll) (48 hrs,) 
0 3.2 17.84 0.23 4.80 
8.2 5,8 17.84 0.32 4.57 
40.8 5.3 17.84 0.08 3.71 
65.4 5.5 17.84 0.05 3.64 
81.7 5.9 17.84 -0.20 2.46 
94 7.5 17.84 0.05 2.12 
98,1 8.5 17 ,84 -0.20 2.13 
102 8.9 17,84 -0.11 2.26 
106 9.3 17,84 -0,01 
147 10.6 17.84 0,05 2,32 
•TrBxchange capacity of bentonlte - 72 m.e. par lOOg. 
•55-^ -pH of suspension before drying. 
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Ing occurs (46)• Further work of a more direct nature is need­
ed In order to establish or dtaprove the validity of the 
latter theory. 
Precipitation of AKOH)^  between lattice unit sheets may 
account for the sharp decline in fixation of potassium as the 
pH rises approximately to aeven. ?ince, as the pH continues 
to rise the formation of NaAlOg becomes more pronounced, it 
ia clear that some other reason than precipitation must be 
advanced to account for the consistently lower amounts of po­
tassium fixed at pH values above seven. It is significant 
in explaining the low fixation at the higher pH values that 
the samples represented by the last four points on the upper 
curves (Figure 7) rehydrated and swelled readily after being 
rewetted# The apparent volume of the colloidal mass in 
these clay samples soon became much larger than was evident 
in the samples receiving lesser quantities of NaOH. These 
observations are not surprising, since the effect of large 
amounts of NaOH Ijn. causing bentonlte clays to swell Is common 
knowledge (19), It appears that the presence of large quan­
tities of NaOH, per se, accounts for the greatly reduced fix­
ation of potassium in the range where NaAlOg is formed in 
abundance. 
Fixation by bentonlte and llllte clays as affected by 
Ca(0II)2 additions. In view of the possible effects which 
might be attributed directly to sodium, it seemed desirable 
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to detarmlne If Ga{0H)2 additions caused a similar reduction 
in fixation by bentonit©. Two levels of Ca(OH)g were added 
to separate bentonite suspensions using the same level of 
potassium which was employed in the study with sodium. The 
samples were dried in the usual manner. The effect of add­
ing this baae to illit© on fixation under raoiat conditions 
also was determined. The results presented in Table 19 
show that illite and bentonlt© clays do not respond alike to 
this treatment, although the affects are not so marked as 
when MaOH was added. According to Grim (19), the differen­
tial effects of calcium and sodium illustrated in the two 
experiments with bentonlt© clay may be due to the fact that 
much less water is permitted to enter between the sheets 
when calcium is pr»ossnt than when sodium la present. The 
divalent ions are considered to resist the entrance of water 
through bridging action, while sodium ions are quite ineffec­
tive in opposing the rehydration and swelling. Among the 
factors which likely contribute to the reduced fixation by 
bentonite following addition of Ca(0H)2 are those already 
mentioned, naaisly precipitation of hydroxides and possibly 
calcium-potassium competition (30). Neutralization of hy­
drogen ions and preclpltation of AlCOH)^  probably account 
for the Incite a sed fixation brought about when the pH of 
illite was raised by adding Ga{OH)g. The fact that the in­
crease is not so great as wten HaOH was added is probably 
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Table 19, Tbs effect of Ca(0H)2 on fixation of K by lllite 
and bentonits clays. 
Ca(0H)2 pH of K Plxed^ J-
lllite (m.e */lOOp:,) 
Added4Hi-:i- Suspension## lllite bentonlte 
0 3.8 0.60 4.86 
1 Symmetry 6«6 0.60 3.34 
2 Symmetry S.6 0.97 3.34 
» Fixation occurred under moist conditions {48 hrs.) in 
lllite; the bentonlte suspension was dried once at 
100°G. 
Values shown were measured at 48 hrs.; pH values after 
1 week were 6,2 and 7.8 for the 1 S and 2 S levels of 
Ca(0H)2, respectively. 
h^h5- fhe exchange capacity of the lllite and bentonlte are 
33 and 72 m.e. per 100 g., respectively. 
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due in papt to a slower reaction with the weaker base. This 
could be ascertained by comparing potassium fixation in the 
sodixam and calcium systems after longer periods of contact. 
Effect of phosphate on potassium fixation in clay minerals 
Fixation by illlte clay aa affected by phosphate. The 
possibility that aluminum might effectively inhibit the en­
trance of potassium into its normal lattice positions 
prompted the ensueing studies to determine the Influence of 
phosphate additions on the process of fixation, '^ o^od and 
DeTurk (63) found tlmt certain soils fixed considerably more 
potassium when KH2P0^  was supplied than when an equivalent 
amount was added as KCl. Hkewise, Wrenshall and Mar cello 
(65) and Joff© and Kolodny (27) found that soils from field 
plots which had received acid phosphate fixed more potassium 
than those which were not fertilized. 
In an experiment mdth illlte, KHgPO^  and Kcl were added 
to separate sets of samples in amounts such that the potassium 
supplied was equivalent. Fixation of potassium was determined 
at two pH values, 4.4 and 8.3. At the lower value, AlPO^  is 
readily precipitated and quite insoluble. At pH 8.3 the solu-
+3 bllity of Al ions is not a function of phosphate concentra­
tion (17). The data in Table 20 show that in the acid clay 
much greater fixation occurred from KH2P0^  than from KCl. 
However, at the higher pH, potassium fixation was nearly the 
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Table The amounts of K fixed from KH2PO4 KCl at 
two pH values by eXectrodlalyzed illlte under 
moist conditions and on drying. 
K Salt 
Added 
K 
Added^ Hj-
(m.e./lOOg.) 
pH of 
Suspens loms-
K Fixed (m.e./lOOg.) 
Moist Dried 
KCl 6.79 4.40 0.59 1.55 
KHgP04 6.69 4.35 1.03 2.94 
KCl 6.79 8.30 1.28 3.61 
KHgP04 6.69 8.40 1.39 3.53 
•^ Adjusted by adding NaOH. 
s^-frExchangeabl© K s 1.77 m.e. per 100 g. illlte. 
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sam© whether phosphate was present or absent. This shows 
that there was no effect due to phosphate at the pH value 
where no precipitation of aluminum occurred. Thus, the data 
strongly suggest that praoipltation of iron and aluminum phos­
phates is concerned directly in the Increase in potassium fix­
ation i<?hleh followed the addition of phosphate. Presumably, 
iron and alamlnum ions are removed from competition with 
potassium ions as a result of being precipitated as phosphates. 
A study of the relation between amount of phosphate added 
and potassium fixation by lllite under moist conditions is 
presented in Table 21. The data also are shown graphically 
in Figure 8. The time of contact between clay and added 
salts was one week. Unfortunately, the pH was not held con­
stant over the entire range of phosphate additions, the dif­
ference noted being due to variable additions of Na2HP04. 
For this reason it is not possible from the experiment to de-
temlne the maximum fixation which likely would have been 
attained at lower pH values within the range of phosphate 
concentrations employed. It is evident, however, that suc­
cessively hl^ er increments of the phosphate sharply in­
creased the amounts of K fixed within the pH range 3.8 to 
4.6. In this range precipitation of AlPO^  and PePO^  la 
fairly complete (17) • Moreover, the Increase in fixation be­
tween these pH values cannot be accounted for on the basis 
of pH alone (Figure 6). At the two highest pH values, which 
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Table 21. The fixation of K in suapenaions of electro-
dialyzed illlte in relation to phosphate con­
centration and pH. 
P04 
Added 
(m.e./lOOg.) 
pH 
Exchangeable 
K + K added 
(m.e./lOOg.) 
K Fixed 
(1 week) 
(m.e./lOOg. 
0 3.S 8.56 0.60 
20.5 3.8 8.56 1.04 
27,4 4,2 8.56 1,60 
34.2 4.6 8.56 1.77 
47.9 5.4 8.56 1.57 
89 6.7 8.56 1.24 
m 
o 
o 
r^ 2.0 
1.5 
pH 3.8 
60 SO 0 20 40 90 
MILL XT': QUI VALENTS PO^ ADDED PER 100 GMS. 
Flg« 8, The flmttoR of E in suaponaioas or eioctro-
dlalfaed illife® In TOlation to phosphate con-
contration ^ and pS* 
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correspond to the highest phosphate additions, there is a 
notable decrease in fixation. On the baais of previous data 
(Table 20), it may be assumed that further Increase in pH 
would continue to reduce K fixation until the point is reached 
where no precipitation of phosphate occurs. 
Fixation by bentonlte clay as affected by phosphate. 
Addition of phosphate caused a reduction in the amount of K 
fixed by bentonlte on drying. When equivalent cjj. an titles of 
K (17.8 m.e. par 100 grama) as KCl and KH2PO4 were added to 
separate samples of acid-washed bentonlte, the amounts of K 
fixed were 4.8 and 3.9 m.e. per 100 grams, respectively, 
when the pH was 3.2. In anothar experiment, 17,8 m.e. of 
KCl and 64 m.e. of phosphate as NagHPO^  per 100 grams were 
added to bentonlte and the s^tem was dried. The amount of 
K fixed was 4.06 m.e. per 100 grams (pH 3.3), thus confirm­
ing the previous observation that phosphate reduces fixation 
of K by bentonlte. The decrease in fixation which resulted 
from adding potassium as the phosphate is believed to be 
due p-imarlly to the precipitation of AlPO^  and much smaller 
amounts of PePO^  which upon coagulation by heating conceiv­
ably might prevent normal closure of the montmorillonlte 
sheets. Th® results from this experiment corroborate 
Hoover's (23) finding that the phosphate decreased fixation 
in a montmorlllonitlc soll» 
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Effect of ftoortde on pofeasaitia flamtlon by clay mlnerala 
Fi3Eatl#a by illite as affeet®4 by fXaorlde. Tii© ppovlous 
®3:|>@rto«nta showing tlM tnflmene© of vartoua additlona on 
fljEatlon of potaastus bj tlllte have pointed to the probable 
iiipoFtane® of aliiainiaa in partially restricting the entrance 
of potasaium into poaitions where it becomes relatively non-
exohangeabl®. Sowsver, the evidenee is indirect since the 
actual release of alvminum from these poaitions has not been 
dewnstrated by analysis. Sine® the fluoride ion forms sol-
ubl© ©tmpleJE: anions AlFg"* and PeFg , this ion was employed 
in a study with electrodlalyzed illite in order to determine 
its effect on potassiiaa fixation and to provide a means of 
studying release of aliimlnum, 
Freliminajy trials to establish the method for control­
ling pH in eaj^ erJments using illite gave tlie interesting 
Insult that ©lectrodialyzed clay ©ould be titrated with the 
neutral salt, iraF, fro® pH 3*8 to the pH of the salt (6,9-7), 
Addition of the other sodlim imlldes, of course, initially 
lowers tb© pH of the clay due to r©plaeeiB®nt of hydrogen 
ions, and there Is little or no tendency for the pH to 
rise with further additions. In Table 22 is shown the pH 
values obtained in separate titrations of eleotrodialyzed 
illite clay with 0,1 normal MaF and with standard HaOH. 
h^e fact that the pH of the clay is raised by adding 
successive increments of HaF is strong evidence that electro-
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fal}!.© 22, of different amounts of 
SaF and MaOH on th© pi of ©lectro-
dlaljzftd illit®. 
laf added p# M&OM added pH 
(m*&*/XO0 gm) (iMi®diat#) {m»®»/100 g,) (48 hra.) 
0 S.t 0 
5.0 
3.8 
4.4 
8.5 S.l 12.5 
15.0 
5.1 
5.5 
a>.5 5.8 17.e 
20.1 
5.7 
5.8 
34.g 6.5 ga.6 
27.6 
6.1 
6.8 
41.0 g.7 35,1 
40.1 
8.3 
8.9 
47.8 6.8 45.1 9.7 
# fftsaa values are wifeiiin O.S pM anlt of tli©a© which 
would hair® h®@n 3p©aoh®d at 48 hours* 
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dlaljzlng a elaj produces an Al-H-Clay rathsr than an H-
01ay. Th.<& Itteratur® eon tains numerous roferenoas to tha 
fact timt h^ydrogen-slays *• wore prepared by acid-washing or 
©leetrodlalysls. On th# other hand, Fawr and Marshall (47) 
pr®«@nt good #fidene@ by another jneana thaii that preaantod 
in Tabl® 22 that an J.l-H-Clay results upon aeid-washing or 
©leetTOdialysls, h^@ rosults h@r# obtained support their 
Tiew, 
reactions whioh occur between IS&W and the adsorbed 
aliaaimffli ions or ©lay are of interest in connection with 
any effect which this reagent sight ejEert on potassium fix­
ation. The general react ionji which laight occur when KaP is 
added to the clay are pi^ sented below. Mo attempt is made 
to picture any of the inteimediate steps* 
h^e reaction of SaF with emchangeable aluminirai might 
proceed as follows, providing the form of adsorbed aluminum 
is considered to be AlCOR) ^ as proposed by Faver and 
Marshall s 
(1) 6»aF + GI^ -Al<^ j^=r^  CLAy-Ha+J^ gAlFg+SBaOH 
e^ eagjlanatlon for the increase in pH of the illite clay 
upon addition of laF can be seen in the abo^ e equation. If 
A1 is the adsorbed foria, the following reaction might 
occurs 
(2) 6MaF -h Al-CMT «  ^la^  CLAT + Ha^ AlFg 
m 
0 
d^ratfid F© and kX oacldes would also reaet with HaF accord-
lag to th® rollowing jpeaetlont 
OH 
<3) Al~m SSaF  ^ > Sa^ iOFg -f 3HaOH 
OH 
f^ o® th@ ©q«atlonta shown abov©, it hecomss clear wiay equili­
brium is attalnad rather mpidly* Fomation of the complex 
©ausea th® reaetion to proceed rather completely to the 
right* fhat the reaction proceeds rapidly la evidenced by 
the fact that the pM which ia deteiwined very soon after 
addition of the SaF is within 0»a-O,3 pM unit of that foimd 
after 48 hours# 
In an experiment to deteraia© the effect of fluoride 
on potassiim flacation# two levels of SaF were added to 
eleetrodialyzed illite and the amounts of potassliam fiarad 
and alumintira released were detemined. The weight of each 
sample was 1«4© gre^ s* fhe a»unts of laF i^ bown in Table 23 
were added and a predetermined quantity of SaOH was added to 
bring the pM approximately to the desired level. After addi­
tion of potassium, the samples stood for 48 hours. They were 
then extracted with aamonlmi acetate in the usual manner. 
So determinations for iron were made on the clay extract, 
since it was found by i^ alitatlve test that the amount pres­
ent was insignificant as compared to the relatively large 
mounts of aluminuffi extracted. Therefore, a slight error 
is possible due to the presence of snuall amounts of iron. 
The results given in Table 2S show that fluoride ions cause 
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Table 25. Effect of adding NaP to illite on fixation of K 
without drying and release of Al« 
Fluoride 
added 
(m.e./lOOg.) 
pH^ -K-^  
K Fixed® 
(m.e ./lOOs.) 
Al release due to 
Fluoride (m.e./lOOg.)-"-
Total Du© to 
P 
Al"'^  A1{0H) 
0 6.1 0.79 0 0 0 
21 6.1 1.67 0.88 3.8 1.3 
69 7^ 0 3.71 2.92 9.1 3.0 
is- K added +• exchangeable K m 8.56 m.e* per 100 g. 
«• Al extracted by HH^ -acatate from aample receiving no 
P~ - 3.8 m.e. per 100 g. 
hk:- pH adjusted with laOH, except at highest level of NaP 
where none was added. 
m 
a mudh gpeataa? incFeass in potassliaa fixation than lias beon 
@viden©«<l by of th® treatments thus far- Based on eon-
eepta ad^ aneed hj farer and MarsJmll {47) , the form of 
aluaiinus r@®oired by ssoiaplex foraation with fluoride ions is 
eon#id®3b»d to be A1(0S5^ «^ Calculations on this basis, as 
sli»3»ia3. in f&^ 'last eoli^ an of the table, indicate that there 
is a fairlj close agreement between the aasaunts of potassium 
fljted and the aluminum released due to fluoride addition, 
fhe results eannot be elearl^ ' interpreted, however, sinee the 
method used ^ @s not permit distlE^ uishing between aluminum 
removed froM the outer surfaoes and Inner surfaees of the 
elay particles, levertheless, there appestrs to be ample 
justlfloatlon, based on a eonsideration of these data and 
results presented earlier, to eonolude that removal of 
aluwiinuai, and to a lesser extent iron, from Inner positions 
is responsible for the inerease in fixation of potassium. 
Another experiment was conduoted using acid-vashed clay* 
Aliquots of the suspension eontaining 3,66 grams of clay wore 
pipetted into flasks. Since the highest levels of HaP used 
brought the pH to 7 as deterMined by preliminary titration, 
there appefia*ed to be no reason for not adjusting all samples 
to this pH level. Whether or not it is important to control 
the pH within narrow llMtts in such an experiment as this 
on® has not been Investigated, Evidently such control is 
not important from the standpoint of ocsmplex formation; 
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however, the solubility of th© aluminum silicate (the clay 
Itself) probably varies with th© pH, particularly at low 
and high pH valijss. Thus, it appeared that a relatively con-
gtant pH near neutrality was desirable* 
Prom Table 24 it is evident that fixation of potassium 
increased as larger amounts of fluoride were added. Due to 
the presence of an appreciable cpantity of exchangeable 
aluminum in the acid-washsd clay (5.1 ra.e. per 100 grams), 
it is not possible to determine how much of the aluminum 
m ight have been removed by fluoride from intramicellar 
spaces of the lllite. In light of other evidence, however, 
a portion of the aluminum released aeeas definitely con­
cerned with the increase in potassium fixation which accom­
panies treatfMnt with fluoride. 
Fixation by bentonite as affected by fluoride. It appear­
ed from the foregoing studies and from results obtained by 
Paver and Marshall (47) that acid-waahed bentonite also 
contains exchangeable aluminum adsorbed on the inner access­
ible surfaces of the clay* The possibility that this was a 
factor limiting the amount of potassium fixation on drying 
led to the following study. Duplicate samples (1.56 grams) 
of the bentonite suspension, each receiving 32 m.e. of Nap 
and 17.84 m.e. of potassium per 100 grams, were dried once 
at 100 degrees C. The amount of potassium fixed in these 
samples was 5.93 m.e. per 100 grams, which is considerably 
more than was fixed by the samples which received no 
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Table 24* Bffecfc of adding HaP fco acld--waghed illlte on 
fixation of K under moist oondltlona and re­
lease of Al. (Expressed as m.o. per lOOg.) 
HaF K Fixed Al 
due 
released-^  
to P" 
Added Total Due to 
p- Al*^  Al(OH)J' 
0 0.43 0 0 0 
6.8 0.42 0 0.15 0.05 
13.7 0.66 0.23 1.94 0.65 
20.5 1.54 1.11 2.85 0.95 
27.3 1.99 1.56 2.91 0.97 
extracted bj ISH^ -acetat© with no W added s 5.1 m.o. 
per lOOg. The pH of th© suspensions was adjusted to approxi­
mately neutral with HaOH. 
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riuorid©* fli® pa addifcion of fluoride waa 4»2« 
Saiapl#«s adjusted to the sasi© pH, but r©c©lving no fluoride, 
fi3E@d 4#4 ii«@, of potassiw p@i* 100 Qrams on drying. 1»hese 
data support th@ hypothssis that ©acchangeabl® aliaainum be-
tw@©n th© »h®@ts of wontffiorilionit© interferes with fixation 
of potaasium, 
Bffoot of oxin# and oxalate on potassium fixation by illite 
and bentonite clays 
Illite. Further investigations were carried out using 
other aubstances whicsh reaet with al«minias» The oxalate 
ion foms soluble coaiplexes with iron and aluminum under 
suitable conditions (38)• fhe reagent S-hydroxyquinoline 
(oxine) pre eipitates aliaainum aa Al-quinolate over a wide 
range of pH values (4.2 to 9.8) (62)« fhese reagenta were 
©ployed with eleetrodlalyzed illite to determine if fixa­
tion in moiat olay is affected by their presence. The ace-
tie acid solution of oxine and the oxalic acid solution 
were adjusted to pS 4»9 using MaOH before being added to 
the clay. Thi amoiinta of potassiuai fixed imder moist con­
ditions (48 hours) in the presence of oxiae and oxalate 
were 0.63 and 0.68 »«@b per 100 grama, respectively. With­
out these additions 0#70 a.e* waa fixed a» shown in Table 
05. The fact that no increase took place laay be explained 
on the basis that tbi molecules formed by reaction of alum-
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25, Srf®effc @f ojiin# and Qx&le.t& on fiac-
att©» of potassii;® by lllite and 
b®ntonit® clays. 
Clay * exoh» K 
{ ia > ® ^  /lQO 
freatment®' 
K fiated 
(ai«e»/lOO g.) 
Illlt® 
3,56 
8.S6 
8*56 
1'?.84 
B#ntoni t ® Vf m 84 
IT.84 
2 ml. Qjslxm * 25 
ml. 0.0018 W SaOH; 
not dri@d 
10 al. 0.2 » oxalic 
aeid • SS al, 0.0918 
M MmOH; not dried 
pife adjusted witii 
Ej aot dried 
0.63 
0.68 
0.70 
2 »1« 5^  ©xln® • 25 ml. 4.58 
0.0918 » HaOHj dried 
at 100® 0. 
10 ml. 0.2 B oxalie 2.58 
acid • 3S ml. 0.0918 
» MaOHj ^ i®d at 100® 
C. |>]i adjusted with MaOH; 4.2 
dried at 100® 0. 
l»H values in thes© samples ranged from 4.5-5, 
m 
iLmm or Iron with oxln® and oacalat© are knomi to be quite 
large . It is possible tlmt aterie limitation# prevent 
tfaese reagent# reaoting witJi tlae aliaiinim inside the 
intramloellar epaoes. 
Bentonite* flMf po'salbility of gaining further evidence 
with regard t© the importance of spatial limitations through 
experiments with montmorlllonite clay appeared promising, 
sine© this mli^ ral possesses an eaEimnding lattice whose flex-
ibilitj p@i?TOits the entrance of vei^  large molecules. Ac­
cordingly, the effect of oxine and oxalate on fixation of 
potassiiiii by bentonite was investigated* h^ese results also 
are showi in Table ES# That the oxalate was able to pene­
trate between the variable spaeings of the clay is evidenced 
by the reduction in fixafelon which occurred upon its addi­
tion, fhis smrked reduction in fixation resulting from 
oxalate treatment may be due to the incompXet® foinnatlon of 
soUuble Al-c©mplex fro® AlgCC,^ )^^  in the acid system (32) • 
The small reduction in potassiim flmtlon which occurred 
when oxine was added camiot be attributed with definiteness 
to the fomation of Al-quinolate since it is not known 
whetl:^ r precipitation acttially occurred at the rather low 
pM value employed (4,65 <62)• The latter system requires 
further 8tu% to determine the conditions which are most 
favorable for precipitation of the aliminum* 
m 
Qf dtetliylmlne-HCl on fixation of potaaalum by llllte 
and bQntomlts claya. 
Pag® and Bair@r (45) found that when diethylamine-HCl was 
added to a hentoalte elaj, vbtj llttls of the added potaaaium 
was fixed when ttowi ela^f was dried* fhe untreated clay, how­
ever, fixed a 2arg® mmoxmt of potaasiam* l^he large organic 
cation, CC2%5gKl^t wag helieired to prevent the flexible 
sheets of aontmorillonite from closing, which, according 
to the theory advanced, Twould prevent potassium from being 
fixed. As far as is teown, these results have not been con­
firmed by other workers, although the theory proposed by 
these investigators appears to have been rather widely 
accepted. 
An experiment wag carried out to determine the effect 
of adding diethylamine-SCl upon the fiaaation of potassium 
by illite as well as bentonite. 1?he amount of this reagent 
added to the clay samples was equivalent to their exchange 
capacities* fhe amounts of KCl supplied and other details 
are given in fable 20. It is seen from this table that 
fixation of potassium by bentonite was greatly reduced, 
which is in accordance with the finding of Page and Baver 
(45)» However, there was no significant effect on fixa­
tion of potassium by illite on drying, fhis indicates that 
the large cation penetrated easily between the sheets of 
Montmorillonite, but remained outside the illite crystal 
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latfcioa* Til® data r©emphasiz;@ that spatial considerations 
ar© involved in comparing the fixation of potassium by 
these two types of minerals ^ Ich differ so markedly in 
their behavior with various treatments* 
Pixatlon by illite elay under moist conditions and on dry­
ing in relation to the amount of potassium added 
In an earlier experiment (Figure 1) j, it was shown that 
the fflnount of potassium fixed under moist conditions in cer­
tain soils reached a near-raaxlmua value vriilch did not change 
appreciably even when the levels of potassium supplied were 
quite high* Ion l^ dratlon was considered as a possible fac­
tor limiting the amount of potassium which could be fixed 
under moist conditions, since the effective dianeters of hy-
drated ions probably are too great to permit entrance into 
all of the positions where potassium might be fixed# When 
the system is dried, however, dehydrated potassium ions may 
migrate into certain posdltions which are inaccessible to 
the hydrated ions and become fixed* 
Frmm another experiment shown in Figure 6 it becomes 
evident that drying facilitates the fixation of potassium by 
micaceous minerals. In accordance with the previous discus­
sion, it would appear that one of the important factors 
causing the increased fixation of potassium on drying is the 
removal of water of hydration, thus increasing the likelihood 
of these cations becoming nonexchangeable. 
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Ittble 26, FiSEatloa of K on dryiiag by b«ntonite 
an4 illlt© as aff@ot#d by additions 
of diefchylasiine-HOl. 
rnmmmtPoiommMmmmmummmmmmpaBsmmmmmmmmmmmmmmtsmmmmmmmmmmmismBmmmmmpmmmmmt 
K ft3s:©d (m.®./lOO g.)^  ^
Sls^  telJis-Sei* »o amln©-HGl 
add0d added 
BestoBit# 0.41 4,86 
Illlte l.M^  1.18 
1^ mfmmmtrf- ©f aMine-HCl added 
of lllite-aaiixe aystem before drying = 3.9 
^^ Satehaugeable i:+ added K s Bentonite » 17.841 Illlte > 
8.56 «.e. per 100 g. 
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An ©xi^ rijaaiat w&s eonduot&d to show th® relation between 
the aaoimta of potasslm fixed by illite and the concentra­
tion of potaaalum added. series of Illite suspensions 
were adjusted to pH B,S by adding SaOH# This was done to 
ainlala® th© inhibitory effects on fixation of K due to th® 
presence of adsorbed 1, F®, and Al ions. Each series of 
saa^ les received increasing levels of KCl as shown in Table 
27, One set was dried at IGO degrees G. while the other 
remained wo 1st for 48 tours before extraction with aimaonlum 
acetate- Thm results shown graph!cslly in Figure 9 reveal 
that the types of curves obtained by plotting fixation 
versus the amounts of potassiuM added are quite similar to 
those which have bean obtained for soils (Figure 1)• 
It is evident that fixation under moist conditions in 
soils and in Illite does not increase beyond a certain amount 
even when rather high levels of KCl are applied. That ion 
li^ dration limits fixation under these conditions again is 
suggested. 
These data strongly indicate that two types of fixation 
occur in illite - one which takes place under moist condi­
tions and the other on drying, l&e fixation which occurs in 
the laolst illite probably involves the positions existing at 
the edges of the crystals, since these spaces conceivably 
woiild be th® ones most readily accessible to hydra ted potas-
siua ions ("7,63) . Th® existence of a limited nmber of such 
intermicellar positions which have lost K through weathering 
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TaWL© 27. Fixation of K by electrodialyzed illite in re­
lation to th© amount of K added. 
K Added-s-
as KCl 
(m.e./lOOg.) 
pH 
(48 hra.) 
K Fixed 
(m.e./lOOg.) 
Moiat Dried 
(48 hrs.) 
K Fixed 
due to 
drying 
(m.e./lOO^ .) 
1.37 8.3 0.57 0.90 0.33 
4.10 8 .3 0.82 2.49 1.67 
6.79 8.3 1.28 3.61 2.33 
13.70 8.3 1.71 5.25 3.54 
34.15 , 8.3 1.71 6»69 4.98 
-^Exchangeable K • 1.77 tn.©. per 100 g • 
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7 
DRIED 
6 
5 o 
5 
2 
MOIST 
•-
1 
20 
M.E. K added per lOOg. 
10 
Figure 9. Fixation of K by eloctrodialyzed illite in 
relation to liie amount of K added (pH 8«3) 
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would explain wby there Is a definite eapaeity for fixation 
xander aoist eonditions* 
WaMU drying oecura, the potassium ions lose the water 
of %dr&tlQn,> and thus would he capable of penetrating 
farther into the illlt® erystal lattiee and occupying more 
deep-seated positions# fhis theory is supported by results 
reported by Atto® (B) indicating that there is a distinc­
tion between the types of fixation which occur under moist 
conditions and on drying, l&ls investigator found that 
the potassim fixed in a moist soil was soluble in 0.5 
M ESI, while additional quantities of potassium fixed on 
air-drying were not dissolved mder the same conditions by 
this reagent* Moreover, At toe and ^ uog (3) showed that the 
soil potassium soluble in 0.5 1 HCl Is quite roadlly re­
leased to the exchangeable form during cropping, while the 
acid-soluble portion becomes available to plants much more 
slowly. 
It is recognised that th® two ^ types^  of fixation 
which have been postulated, in reality are concerned with 
the same kinds of positions* Tet, the distinction made seems 
Justified on the basis of the definite limitations which 
characterise the fiasmtion of potasalum under moist conditions. 
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mhimiiL DisciTssiow 
One of the i^ st ii^ ortant objeetivee of this strudy was 
to clarify tlie mechanism responaibl© for the conversion of 
large quantities of added mater-solubl© potassiiira salts to 
the aoa©xchangeabl© form in eertain soils under moist condi­
tions# Ih th© first phase of th© investigation, the capacity 
to fix potassitija tinder moist conditions-, was destroyed by treat­
ment of calcareous Webster Boils with acid* results 
suggested strongly that this effect was due to "fixation" of 
hydrogen ions in isineral lattice positions which, prior to 
acid ©.xtraction,^  had been concerned in the "rapid"* fixation 
of potash Addition of aroRonlTajn salts to these soils also 
carnsed a complete loss in the capacity for fixing potassium; 
th© mectianissis of potasaium and aiBfioniuia fixation 7/ere found 
to be identical. 
The role of hydrogen ions in minlfflizlng potassium fixa­
tion has been further Indieated from results obtained with 
illit© clay# That iron and aluiainuia have a definite function 
in restricting fixation of potassium was even more evident. 
ISils was established by the very marked effects which phos--
phate or fluoride additions had upon the fixation of potassium 
by illit© clay. Hoirever, in cases where hydrogen ions predomin­
ate in the intraalcellar space®. It might be expected that 
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addltloia of ptiosphat© or fluorid© isrliiGli react, with iron and 
aliJffiiiaoHi ibwt not with bydrogen vroulcl have little effect on 
fixation, m tiiis ©as©, addition of laOH to neutralise hydro­
gen ions would bring about ineraa.sed fixation* Mi experiment 
performed with a -calcareous Webster soil provided rather clear 
©videnee that this is tru©# fhts soil (BLl) fixed a considerable 
quantity of potassiiiM ^ der moist conditions» bmt practicElly 
lost Its eapaeitj to fix potassiiaa ixnder raoist conditions when 
it was treated with acid to th© extent that carbonates were 
neutralized# Howei^ er., raising the pE with llaOH to near its 
original value ifmS) partial!;^  restored the capacity of soil 
Bil to fix potassixMt tmder moist conditions* Significantly, 
phGSph€ite or fluorld© had no ©ff©et on fixation, which indicated 
that the comparatl¥@ly mild acid treatment served to replace 
ealcltaii,, magnesitiiR, and soditia ions with hydrogen ions without 
bringing measurable quantities of aluainum or iron- into solution# 
Martin., et al» (40) attempted to restore the capacity for 
fixation under moist conditions in an acid-washed calcareous 
soil by resaturating the soil with calcium, using CaCl2> but 
were unsuccessful^  This failure may be explained on the basis 
of the proposed theory that the hydrogen ions imist be neutralized 
and replaced by a less strongly adsorbed cation such as sodlxjun 
or calcitiBi before fixation of potassixiHj can again occur under 
moist conditions to any appreciable extent* 
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It api)©afs logical from a consideration of certain pro­
cess©® wbieb. take plae© during weathering binder either natural 
or artifieial conditions that hydrogen, iron and alumlnvm ions 
would tend to r®plae® K ions in the intramicellar spaces of 
laicaeeous minerals# During the progressiT© weathering of 
fflicaeeous lalnerala in nature under conditions of acid leaching, 
there is a slow removal of pot&ssluis.. Yet the apparent structural 
eonfigurmtlon of mica is not altered appreciably, even when con­
siderable aiaount® of potassiu® ha'ire been released throu:j;h 
weathering {1S)» ffereoirer., Joffe and I^ Tine (28) have shown 
that praetieally the same aiaount of potassium which was re­
leased from sericlte during ©lectrodialysls could be re-
fi3ssd on drying, thus indicating that little lattice break­
down took place as potash um was removed. 
Hie charge within, the clay micelle which would result 
upon loss of potassium likely is balanced through the intro­
duction of eiyxivalent amounts of other cations by direct ex-^  
change* Under weathering conditions which prevail in acid 
soil®, th® ions high in the replaeement series, i.e«, Al, 
P@ and H are produced in relative abundance and undoubtedly 
play a dominant role in restoring the balance of charges in 
th© lattiee* !Qie presence of these dlff-'cultly replaceable 
©ations in "intrsmicellar*' positions conceivably accounts, in 
large part, for the slow re-entran©e of potassium added to acid 
soils# Further evidence in support of this concept appears 
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from the studies by Wood and De^ rk (63) who noted that fixa­
tion in colloids extracted froBi acid soils invariably was 
accosipanied by release of iron» 
In neutral to alkaline soils, calcium, jsagneslmQ, and 
BodiuBj. ions predominate, and some replacement of potassium 
from positions within the laica crystals is likely to be accom­
plished by these cations.# This is borne out in experiments by 
Schachtschabel (53) which show that e:^ ehange occurs slowly but 
continuously between so-called nonexchangeable potassium of 
raus^ coirit© and cations in the outside solution. Martin, et al, 
(40) studied the reverse reaction and found that the amount 
of potassium fixed within 48 hours under moist conditions by 
a slightly alkaline soil was equivalent to the calcium, mag­
nesium, and sodiusa released# Thus, two extremes are represented 
in the more acid soils where fixation of potassiura proceeds slowly 
and in the alkaline soila where fixation is rapid. Between 
these extremes, the rates and araounts of fixation of added 
potass itiio under moist conditions may be estpected to vary xvith 
the amounts of seeandary micaceous minerals, the extent of 
weathering, pH, and other factors• 
Various data which have been reported in the literature 
on the effect of liming on potassium fixation in soils may 
be partially explained on the basis of results obtained in the 
present study* For exaiaple. At toe and Truog. (3) found that 
a Spencer silt loam (pH 5»5) fixed no potassiuia during moist 
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©torag© for a period of ? X/2 moatto. In a later study, 
however, Atto© (2) foimd tliat liaing a Spencer soil induced 
-roeasmratol© flxatio» of potaesima dwing two years of moist 
storag^ i, wliil© ttm uiil.iia®d soil flx®d none during the same 
period# It is possible that pre-cipitation of iron and 
alTsainuiQ hydrojsides and neutralistation of hydrogen ions 
broUight about th® Inoreas© in fixation, in accordance with 
th© theory which has been proposed.. 
Fiction Tinder moist eonditions has been shown to occur 
in illit® but not in Montaorillonite# Upon drying, however, 
fixation occurs both in th© iaontiio.rillonite and illite tyjjes 
of clay ii.in©r-al.s.» Mdition of CaCOHlg ot HaOH reduces the 
fixation of potassium \*/hich occurs on drying in the expanding 
lattice type of Mineralbut increases the amount of potassiiiffi 
fixed by illite.* ®ius, when both of these minerals- are pre­
sent in th© soil, there apparently is no way of accurately 
predicting, whether i.i;rilng would cause an increase in fixation 
on drying* It i.a api^ .-arent froia this that there is a need for 
a method of distinguishing between the types of fixation which 
occur on drying, in soils» A possible weans of accomplishing 
this objective is sugsested froai the experiment in which the 
effect of diethylemlne-HGl on fixation of potassium by 
monteorillonite and illite was shown.. Addition of the amine 
practically destroyed the eapacity of montmorlllonite to fix 
potassium on drying., but did not affect fixation by illite 
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under the saa© conditions. B^rtlier studies of a siictilar na-
tuF© on s-yntlietle aiiEtiires of tii© r®lativ©ly pure clay minerals 
sad o.n soils lalglit lead to a qiialitativ© or semiquantitative 
Bietliod for ©stiiaating tlie aiaoujats of potassiiim fixed on 
drjing in soils by the various claj components. It is further 
suggested that such a method,, if devised, ralglit serve as a simple 
and useful auxiliary aid in ideiitlfylng the clay mineral con­
stituents in soils• 
Tkm practical siguifleaaee of certain of the findings 
resulting from, the p.r-es-eixt investigation appear worthy of 
ftirtiier consideration* Apparently no stiadies have yet been 
u»dert£iken to reveal whi©th©r or not aimaoniura fixation, in 
itself, is a factor of importaaca with respect to the nitro­
gen ©Gonoiay in soils,, It la conceivable, however, that a 
reserve of slowly available nitrogen might accuimlate over a 
period of years in certain soils rBcmlvlnQ ap-preciable araoimts 
of anETionluin salts.# 13i© possibility that this is true should 
not be dls.r©gard«d in a consideration of th© nitrogen nutri­
tion of plant.s groim on such soils. It has been established that 
the fixation In nonexehangeabl© form of either potassium or 
©nmoniuffi is laarkedly influenced by the quantity of the other 
cation previously fixed* Thia important relationship should 
not b© dis.regarded In fertilizer studies with certain soils# 
Fixation o-f potasslmi and aBBaonlum ions when in direct 
competition also is worthy of study, s.inc© the interaction 
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of tli©s© eattoas When supplied together in mixed fertilizers 
has not been iavestigated.. 
A significant relation between potassium fixation in 
fflicae#ous minerals and th© -addition of phosphate has been 
clearly established, fhis relationship mi^t be of particu­
lar iffiportaac© in raodifjing the available potassium status in 
soil® contalnlBg Hii©ao©ous minerals, particularly when fre­
quent or h.©8iWj applications of phosphate have been raade along 
with potasaixa® fertiliiser#. 1!h© iaipllcations of the phosphate-
potaasiUBi relationship In eertain soils should be of particular 
Interest to those who advocate building up of the reservoir 
of slowly available., aonreplaoeable potassium in soils by 
F&latively heavy applications of fertiliger# 
This Investigation has olarified the mechanism in-
¥Olved in th© fixation of potassium in soils tinder moist 
conditions# Prior to this study, it was not known which 
type of aiinoral was concerned in the rapid fixation of 
potassiu® which had been noted In certain calcareous soils• 
Various experiment® with soils and clay minerals have es­
tablished that sicaceous minerals are largely responsible 
for this type of fixation as well as that -which takes place 
slowly under moist conditions in acid soils# Moreover, the 
knowledge concerning fixation of potassium on drying in re­
lation to th© type of clay mineral and other factors has 
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l3f06n ©xtended arid clarified, fhe revelation that laont-
aorillonitic; and lllitio oX&j minerals respond in opposite 
manner to various tre&tmmnts is particularly slgnificsmt,. 
sine©, prior to now,., the ©ffects of soil aanendments such as 
lis® and phosphate ha¥'© not bee-n interpreted in li^ t of the 
clay laineral composition of the soil. This tmdoubtedly 
accounts for some of the conflicting ideas which ha.ve devel­
oped concerning the affects of various treatments on potassi-uio 
fixation.* ®i© eontro¥©rsi:al cpestion concerning the effect 
of lime mi potsssitaa fixation amy now he ftxrther clarified 
a.s has already heen iadic-ated in discussing the results of 
v.a.rS-O'tis workers.* In many eases, it is "believed that the 
results froffl this sttidy will aid in reooneiling the seem­
ingly discordant findings which have heen reported in the 
lit©ratia.re ©oncerning flatation of potassitaa in relation to 
siolstttre conditions, type of clay mineral, liuiing,. phos-
phating.., pS, and other factors* 
lis 
mmrni mn concmjsioms 
PFeliminarj In^ estigmtlons to eliaraoterizo tli© rapid 
type of potassimm fixation filiicb occurs under moist soil con­
ditions r®'r©aled that this typ© of fixation is not limited to 
ealear#ous soils# it raaj also tak© place to a measurable ex­
tent in certain acid soils when large amounts of potassium are 
applied., to a ealoarecms wetjster soil, the fixation reaction 
reached ©quillbriuni within a period of 24 hours, no additional 
fixation occurring within eight days. The soil iwater ratio 
was found to influence the rate of fi:mtion during th© initial 
stages of th© reaction, but after 2.4 hours, this influence 
was only slightly apparent,. 
Acid extraction was found to remove completely the capa­
city of caleareous Webster soil.s to fix potassiusi. It was 
possible to restore partially the capacity of the acid-treated 
soil to fix potassium by raising the pH» The results obtained 
indicate that fixation of hydrogen ions accounts for the loss 
in the capacity to fix potassium which resulted from the treat­
ment ivith acid, 
Th© calcareous Webster soils also are capable of fixing 
aamoniura ions,. Results showing the relation between potassium 
and aiffiHonium .fixation in these soils may be ©umj^ iarized as 
follows I 
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Im Ther© is a significant correlation be­
tween the amomits of potassi'um and 
mmmonXvm fisced by soils lander moist 
conditions# 
2,» ftie of potassliaa fixed under 
moist eondltlons in saaples containing 
fixed amsionitia are inversely proportional 
to the amounts of aaimonlTim previously 
flx©d» 
3. A siinil.ar relationship was found to exist 
with respect to the amMoniiiaa-fixing 
capacity of soils that had previously 
fixed various aiaounts of potassiuHi, th© 
amount of ammonliMi. fixed being reduced 
in proportion to the q[u&ntity of po­
tassium previously fixed#. 
It is concluded, on the basia of the definite relation­
ship® shown to exist between potasaluia and axamoniuHi fixa­
tion in these ©oils, that these cations are fixed by the 
same ffiechanism., 
During the course of these investigations, it became 
apparent that there is & relation between the type of fixa­
tion which occurs slowly in acid soils under aoist conditions 
and th© type of fixation which occurs rapidly in certain 
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oalcapeoTAS soils rnider moist conditions. Whether the fixs.-
tion occurs rapidly or slowly imder moist conditions, the 
secondary micaceous minerals appear to b© doiainantly con­
cerned# Results supporting thia theory which were obtained 
from studies on electrodialyzed illite may he suramarised as 
follows: 
1» Hie capacity for fixing considerable 
tmantities of potassium under moist con­
ditions and on drying was induced by 
increasing the pH either with IfaGH or 
CaCOH)^ . 
2» Phosphate additions increased the capa­
city of illite to fix potassixm in the 
aoid pH range, the increase being most 
evident in the region where maxitmaja 
precipitation of iron and aluminum 
phosphates is known to occur*. The 
addition of phosphate had no effect on 
potassium fixation when th© pH value 
was such that no precipitation of 
iron and aluraintim phosphates occurred* 
3.. Addition of fluoride ions to illite 
greatly increased the conversion of 
potassiim to difficultly soluble forms, 
and resulted in a release of al-uiBinum, 
She amount of altualnum released was re­
lated to the amount of potassitun fixed. 
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4» Oxalate, oxlne, or dletliylaiMln©~HCl 
did not affeet fixation bj illit© under 
laolst condition®, probably becaw.se steric 
limitations prevented tiieir action* Ifee 
possibility that hydratad potassi-um ions 
do not lia¥© free aceess to all of the 
positions capable of fixing potassiuia 
also was indieated. 
almost e\r@ry cas®, bontonit© responded differently 
to th© treatments indicated abo^ e than did illite, Those 
reagents which precipitated iron and almmintim caused a reduo-
tioa in the aaounts of potassium fixed by bentonite on drying* 
Thes© reductions war© attributed to "blocking" effects which 
reduce the ©xehange capacity, to mechanical hindrance offered 
-by the precipitates which conceivably aight prevent normal 
closure of the flexible lattice on drying, or to both factors. 
The results are gumaarijsed as follows t 
l.» Addition of laOH or Ca|0H)2 bentonite 
caused reduced fixation of potassium on 
drying* 
2« Fixation of potassium by bentonite upon 
dryimg was reduced by addition of phosphate 
either as the potassium salt or sodiuia salt* 
3* Fluoride addition gave a result siisilar to 
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that obtained with illite; it ?/as con­
cluded that the exchangeable aluminum 
existing between the sheets of mont-
morillonlte clays alao interferes XTlth 
potassium fixation. 
4» Oxalate greatly reduced the capacity 
of bentonite to fix potassium on drying, 
presumably due to precipitation of Al-
oxalat© between the expansible sheets. No 
clear-cut results were obtained using 
oxln©• 
S. The capacity of bentonite to fix potassixim 
on drying is practically eliminated when 
rather large quantities of diethylaraine-
HCl are added* 
On the basis of the various finding summarized above, 
the general conclusion is drawn that the limited fixation of 
potassium by acid illite under molat conditions may be 
attributed to the presence of aluminum. Iron, and hydrogen 
ions in certain positions ifhich are involved in fixation of 
potassium. When the se ions are removed by various means such 
as formation ol" complexes, precipitation, and neutralization (hy­
drogen ions) the entrance of potassium into these positions is 
facilitated and tba amount of potassium fixed is thereby in­
creased. 
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!Eie results obtained •®'ith illite and with soils lend 
support to the concept that fixation of potassiimi under moist 
conditions is a process of "reforming an old mineral rather than 
creating a nev one" (63)» The general concept, as applied to 
soils, which derives from the present study and from a considera­
tion of pei'tlnent ©Yidence froui other sources may be expressed 
as follows! Ih.e eonversion of soluble potassluin to non-
exchangeable forms under moist conditions involves an exchange 
with other cation®. This type of fixation is largely determined 
by th© presence of micaceous mineralsparticularly the secondary 
micas, fh.© rate and extent of fixation In acid soils containing 
this type of mineral would b© modified by such practices as 
llraing and x;hosphating,. because these practices effect removal 
of aluminum, iron, and hydrogen ions from positions potentially 
capable of fixing potashum, A consideration of the comparative 
studies on montmorlllOBite and illite clays indicates that 
some of the seemingly discordant results which have appeared 
in th© literature dealing with potassluin fixation in soils 
are reconcilable. 
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